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ABSTRACT 
This study investigates the ways in which queer and trans people of color 
(QTPoC) navigate digital social platforms in order to create, connect, and share. As 
social media and other digital platforms are being used more in writing and 
communication instruction, it has become necessary for scholars to look critically at 
these tools and how we use them in the classroom. While research has been done 
highlighting methods and motivations of use of platforms such as Twitter and 
Facebook, this research adds to the conversation of skills our QTPoC students, 
specifically, have, and what they have to teach us about communication online. The 
goal of this research was to explore how QTPoC use various platforms, to compare 
this with what the platforms argued for in terms of engagement, and establish ways 
of reflecting on our classrooms in order to better facilitate anti-oppressive classroom 
experiences.  
This dissertation reports findings of a two-part study. First, participatory 
interviews allowed QTPoC users to build a narrative around their platform 
engagement. The second part of the study included a digital rhetorical analysis that 
focused on the structure of the platforms, and what types of communication 
affordances were privileged.  
Three major themes were identified during the course of data analysis: 
interaction, community, and curation. The theme of interaction was concerned with 
specific tools that were used strategically in order to create, connect, and share 
content. In the case of the community theme, these were issues that participants 
highlighted of particular interest or import in terms of their identification within the 
xii 
QTPoC community. Lastly, the theme of curation dealt with issues of preserving and 
spreading QTPoC content.  
Within these themes, participants talked about fighting isolation, amplifying 
voices, content creation, and more. I argue that instructors of digital rhetoric and 
communication can take steps toward anti-oppressive classroom design by 
centering QTPoC needs in terms of undertaking and assigning platform analysis, 
centering queered digital spaces, teaching moderation, and remixing common 
platform features to fit our classrooms’ needs.  
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CHAPTER 1.    INTRODUCTION: UNDERSTANDING QTPOC REPRESENTATION 
ONLINE 
Background of This Study 
For queer and trans person of color (QTPoC), the internet opens a wide range of 
opportunities to see yourself represented, and to add representation of your identities. 
However, the affordances of digital platforms influence the ways in which we participate 
online, and hold both possibilities and limitations in terms of how we engage and build 
community in digital spaces.  
 For QTPoC engaging with these platforms and the people on them, a delicate 
balance of representation must often be attempted in order to engage while keeping 
themselves safe. The nature of these platforms offers direct communication with both 
content creators and consumers. The issue with this level of interaction is that it opens 
avenues for racist, heterosexist, and heterogenderist harassment. Complicating this is 
the convergence of other media (e.g. TV, movies) that allows for the use of QTPoC 
bodies and texts in the engagement, while simultaneously stripping them of context, 
culture, and respect. While this is not always the case, engagement in digital social 
spaces often highlights the ways in which QTPoC have to sometimes tiptoe through the 
digital landscape to find and/or create representation in their efforts to build community 
online.  
 We can see the complexities of this kind of intersectional engagement when you 
look at content creators like Todrick Hall or Amber Whittington online. Their YouTube 
channels have gained popularity due to their content that centers on QTPoC issues and 
art. Queer people of color regularly comment on their videos and engage with them on 
other social media platforms. However, when looking through the engagements we also 
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find people who call them racial, homophobic, and transphobic slurs. We will find people 
voicing encouragement and excitement in the 
language of the community, right along with people 
using that same language to harass them. There 
have also been instances of QTPoC memes that 
have been remixed with anti-QTPoC text to derail 
productive conversations and degrade people within that 
community.  
The popularity of reaction GIFs began on Twitter, and has spread to most other 
platforms. These GIFs allow users to react to content using well-known pop culture 
images, including queer people of color in the media. You can see GIFs from Ru Paul’s 
Drag Race, Lafayette from Tru Blood, and Chantal Tuay’s character Grace from Black 
Lightning. The use of QTPoC as the embodiments of emotion brings further questions, 
such as digital blackface and digital queercoding, to the table. However many QTPoC 
use these GIFs as a form of representation, and sometimes signaling, of their 
community.  
This digital landscape is not solely focused on fandom or pop culture, however. In 
fact, in many instances the platforms themselves are viewed as pop culture, or the 
artifacts created on the platforms are viewed as such. Individuals engaging in these 
spaces take on the role of the “celebrity” – even if only for a brief period or on a small 
scale – and thus the “online world” becomes personal. The targeted issues of 
heterosexism, heterogenderism, and racism are visible in individual engagement as well 
as large-scale pop culture interactions. This understanding of the digital landscape as a 
Figure 1. Chantal Tuay & 




creation space for individually produced media is also a factor in how QTPoC are seen 
and represent themselves online. Even QTPoC who are not content creators 
experience these incidents of micro and macroaggressions online.   
These issues are relevant to the field of rhetoric in a few different ways. First, the 
strategic usage of digital social spaces by QTPoC is oftentimes an explicit example of 
argumentation, identification, and invitation; three major rhetorical concerns that 
scholars have long discussed. Second, the harassment experienced by some QTPoC 
can be leveraged into a rhetorical strategy itself. QTPoC who create on these platforms 
can become targets of harassment. Sometimes in their continued work, QTPoC content 
creators use the harassment within their digital creations. This might take the form of a 
simple response video, or something more complex like data visualization of the 
harassment. This use of negative participation to strengthen an argument is a strategy 
that allows the content creator to help spread awareness about the issue QTPoC face 
online. Finally, as we will see in this study, the purpose for engagement on these 
platforms by many QTPoC is that of connection, or finding (or building) a sense of 
community. This ultimately creates an ecosystem of communication, in which QTPoC 
develop specific digital literacies as a part of their normal engagement.  
The National Council of Teachers of English (NCTE) offers a list of pedagogical 
goals in terms of digital literacy, of which three stand out as salient to this study. 
According to NCTE, digitally literate students must be able to do the following:  
1. Consume, curate, and create actively across contexts 




3. Promote culturally sustaining communication and recognize the bias and 
privilege present in the interactions 
4. Determine how and to what extent texts and tools amplify one’s own and 
others’ narratives as well as counter unproductive narratives 
5. Recognize and honor the multilingual literacy identities and culture 
experiences individuals bring to learning environments, and provide 
opportunities to promote, amplify, and encourage these differing variations of 
language (e.g., dialect, jargon, register). (Statement on Literacy in the Digital 
Age 1). 
Taking these goals into consideration, we can begin to see how strategies of 
engagement by QTPoC transform into digital literacy practices.  
To illustrate the ways in which QTPoC digital engagement issues are rhetorical, as 
well as a few of the digital literacy practices, I offer the YouTube video genre of “Draw 
My Life” as an example. The “Draw My Life” videos were simple movies in which a 
YouTuber would narrate their life story, generally over a series of stick figure animations 
drawn on a whiteboard or notebook paper. Originally, YouTubers began doing this just 
for fun as an in-depth introduction to their fans, or as a way to explain how they got into 
YouTube. QTPoC YouTubers, however, began to use these to tell their coming out 
stories and to directly respond to political issues such as Proposition 8. These stories 
were told through this medium with the goal of creating deeper understanding of the 
issues and discrimination faced by QTPoC. Trolls (online instigators) took to the 
comments section, but many of the YouTubers simply addressed the comments in 
further videos – strengthening their original arguments. This also illustrates my last 
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point, which is that there is an undercurrent of cultural knowledge that is tied to digital 
practice as a result of engaging on digital platforms as a queer/trans person of color. 
Being attendant to these practices can help instructors teach digital rhetoric and 
communication in a way that is both anti-oppressive, and takes into account the full 
scope of what rhetoric entails beyond persuasion.   
But why is this an issue for instructors of digital rhetoric specifically? Plenty of 
instructors still work with traditional paper-based essays as their main form of 
summative assessment. To answer this question, I refer to Adam Banks’ 2015 keynote 
address to the Conference for College Composition and Communication, the primary 
national conference and journal in our field.  
My hope for us is that as we worry a little less about being neat and clean, 
a little less about respectability inside our departments, programs, and 
universities, that as we embrace boldness, complexity, and even a little 
irreverence and messiness that we will be able to take flight into 
intellectual, pedagogical, and programmatic places that we might partially 
see, but cannot yet fully know. Just like Mos Def and Talib Kweli said, “this 
aint no time when the usual is suitable/ tonight alive, let’s describe the 
inscrutable.” This is a time for exploration, for experimentation. This is a 
time when we can create and risk, when we can write graffiti on the walls 
and color outside the lines. This is a time when we don’t have to have it all 
figured out just yet… For those of you who might be wondering if I’ve lost 
my mind at this point, let me state my case this way: the essay is a 
valuable, even powerful technology that has particular affordances in 
helping us promote communicative ability, dialogue, and critical thinking. 
But we have gotten too comfortable relying on those affordances as our 
writing and communication universe goes through not only intense 
change, but an ever-increasing tempo of change…. We have been talking 
about technological changes in communication for more than thirty years 
thanks to venues like Computers and Composition and many of our 
technical and professional writing scholars. Jacqueline Jones Royster 
challenged us years ago to expand our vision of academic discourses in 
her classic “Academic Discourses or Small Boats on a Big Sea.” And 
we’ve been talking about multimodal, multimedia forms of composing for a 
long time as well. This is the time for us to take those calls to yet another 
level. Think with me, about the literacies, about the understandings that 
the essay has helped us build with students: ethical source use and 
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connection to scholarly community; the ability to value other voices, 
including those with whom we disagree; the ability to develop compelling 
support for an idea; experimentation with different rhythms and organizing 
strategies in our prose. This is obviously only the beginning, but you get 
the idea. – Adam Banks 
 
This idea of looking toward the future and past the academic essay is already a concept 
that instructors are acting upon. Multiple institutions – both research and liberal arts – 
are using platforms like Tumblr and Twitter to teach their students how to maintain an 
ongoing argument and digital identity. Two large research universities in the south have 
taken on Twitch as a platform for both rhetorical analysis and understanding of 
discourse communities (Boyle; The Gaming Teacher; Boyle, Brown, and Ceraso 257). 
You can find many examples online of low-stakes Twitter assignments. The idea of 
moving beyond the essay is already present and growing each day. As post-secondary 
writing and communications instructors continue to develop digital pedagogy in terms of 
digital rhetoric, social media, and platform-based engagement, it is critical that they 
understand how queer people of color navigate digital landscapes, and the reasons 
QTPoC engage with these platforms. Understanding these issues is a step forward in 
building anti-oppressive digital pedagogy. If we are to ask students to work in digital 
landscapes for composition, we must be cognizant of the fact that that landscape is not 
homogenous for all of our students. With this understanding, we can create digital 
classroom experiences that do not victimize our students, and allow them to use their 
cultural knowledge.  
 Based on interviews with six queer and trans people of color, this study is a two-
part exploration of the lived experiences of QTPoC in digital social spaces. The first half 
of the study uses thematic analysis to identify and understand the ways in which 
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QTPoC navigate these digital landscapes. The second half of the study includes a 
visual analysis of the platforms to better understand how the platforms argue for 
participation and allow users to engage. Viewing these data sets together in relation to 
one another, I map out a few pedagogical takeaways that may help post-secondary 
communication and composition instructors of digital rhetoric create anti-oppressive 
classroom environments and activities. I argue that understanding and centering 
QTPoC engagement in the conversation of digital rhetoric allows instructors paths 
toward intersectional digital rhetoric pedagogy that both affirms and protects their 
students.  
 
The Issue for Instructors 
To meet the needs of teaching digital scholarship to our students, many instructors 
see the use of online platforms as a relevant way to bring this scholarship into the 
classroom and have it resonate with students. However, we must be cognizant of the 
social landscape students inhabit on these platforms, and how the platforms themselves 
are set up for engagement. This work is especially important in terms of understanding 
the experiences of students from multiple marginalized communities – in this case, 
queer people of color.  
One of the first hurdles in this work is getting instructors, both new and seasoned, to 
understand the types and intensity of harassment that can take place online. In 
multimodal pedagogy courses, I have experienced instructors insisting that, “That would 
never happen,” when conversation turns to digital harassment and doxing – a type of 
online stalking that results in the victim’s personal information being released publicly. 
Also, we have to take into account ubiquity and the viral nature of language and 
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communication online. Terms like “Yaaaaaaas, qween!”, “Werk”, and “Slay” can be 
traced back to drag culture (mostly QTPoC) in the sixties. Due to their ubiquity on the 
Internet, many have not heard them in that context and think of them as internet slang. 
The invisible social context of this language creates a space where 
homophobic/racist/heterogenderist users are engaging with language that has 
historically identified QTPoC while simultaneously harassing that group. Lastly, our 
understanding of digital spaces needs broadening. Most QTPoC Tumblr users, for 
example, have heard the joke that, “Everyone’s gayer on Tumblr.” This refers to the 
relative anonymity of the platform, and how many people feel (felt?) more comfortable 
being their authentic selves within the boundaries of the site. That joke only works in 
certain respects, because even on Tumblr you see instances of the same kinds of 
harassment as on other platforms. The draw of these spaces is still strong, however, as 
they offer the type of QTPoC representation that is overwhelmingly lacking from most 
mainstream media. So on one hand, you have assignments in digital landscapes and 
language that amplify QTPoC culture (if unintentionally), while on the other hand there 
are instructors who are at best ignorant of the risks of these spaces for QTPoC, and at 
worst in denial of said risks. My research questions look at how we might understand 
the landscapes, and provide ways of thinking for instructors. Doing so contributes to the 
scholarship on platform-based digital rhetorical pedagogy by centering QTPoC in terms 
of context, content, and practice. The research questions are as follows: 
• What are some of the ways in which queer people of color navigate (and make 
meaning on) digital social platforms? 
• What rhetorical influences do the interfaces of these platforms have on QTPoC? 
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• How can instructors use these platforms to teach digital rhetoric in anti-
oppressive ways? 
This research explores these issues from an intersectional standpoint. Specifically, 
this study interrogates how the communication affordances of digital social spaces 
intersect with issues of racism, heterosexism, and heterogenderism (Niccolazzo 2017), 
and how that landscape is navigated by QTPoC users. The definitions of these systems 
are as follows:  
• Racism refers to, “economic, political, social, and cultural structures, actions, and 
beliefs that systematize and perpetuate an unequal distribution of privileges, 
resources, and power between white people and people of color” (Hilliard 1992 
aqi. DiAngelo 2011). 
• Heterosexism refers to the, “social and economic privilege of heterosexuals in 
relation to LGBT people,” due to the assumption heterosexuality (DiAngelo 
1997).  
• Heterogenderism refers to, “…the way nontrans* individuals understand gender 
through sexuality-based stereotypes…as a direct result of one’s gender 
expression” (Nicolazzo 2017).   
By centering voices of those who are not dominantly situated, we can begin to 
understand the invisible ways in which digital platforms act as rhetorical agents in 
students’ creation processes – both in terms of their online personas and their digital 
composition. My goals for this research are to add more to the ongoing conversation of 
intersectional digital rhetoric, to map out digital social landscapes of importance to 
QTPoC, and to offer ways of understanding the intersections of QTPoC identities and 





For QTPoC users, developing a community through the use of online platforms is 
necessary, but is also work. The labor involved includes emotional labor, but also 
teamwork, teaching, and organization. Building community and being a part of the 
QTPoC community is more than just visual signaling with rainbows or other queer 
iconography. It involves maintaining relevant content and resources for the community. 
In this dissertation, I will outline my findings in these areas, as they pertain to platform 
interaction. 
In chapter one, I have provided a background on the study and its importance. 
Chapter two includes a literature review drawing on the fields of digital rhetoric, 
composition studies, user experience, and equity and justice to illustrate the frameworks 
and importance of this research. In chapter three I have outlined my methods for this 
study. Chapters four and five discuss the interviews, as well as the digital rhetorical 
analyses I completed on the specific platforms. Chapter six includes a discussion of the 
results and pedagogical takeaways for instructors, and chapter seven ends with brief 
conclusions and plans for future study.  
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CHAPTER 2.    LITERATURE REVIEW: INTERSECTIONS OF CULTURE, 
PLATFORMS, AND JUSTICE-CENTERED PEDAGOGY 
Introduction 
For this study, I will draw on three “strands” of scholarship within the scope of 
digital rhetoric in order to help answer three research questions: 
• rhetorical practices of queer and trans people of color  
• platform-based communication  
• anti-oppressive pedagogy  
Together, these areas of research lay a foundational groundwork for my study. The 
section on rhetorical practices of QTPoC sets up the specific cultural rhetoric from 
racial/ethnic standpoints, queer standpoints, and intersectional standpoints. It also 
introduces us to the idea of offline QTPoC literacies, helping pave the way to explore 
QTPoC literacies in online contexts. The section on platform-based communication 
shows us how the digital landscape affects us as users, and how digital rhetoric can be 
used to interrogate features as well as communication practices. Lastly, the section on 
anti-oppressive pedagogy sets up the equity and justice issues in higher education, and 
contextualizes the need for justice-centered pedagogy.  
While much has been written on the cultural rhetoric within the various PoC 
communities, often it focuses mainly on the practices in reference to racial/ethnic 
identity, while ignoring the intersection of sexuality. Queer rhetoric sees the opposite 
issue, in that queer rhetorical studies are often primarily white, with people of color 
added in as afterthoughts, or excluded from the conversation entirely. Putting these 
explorations of rhetorical practice into digital landscapes highlights a need for 
intersectional study of digital rhetoric, as we see this same erasure play out online. The 
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first section of this literature review highlights QTPoC digital rhetoric where possible, but 
also situates the first research question in the broader scholarship of queer and trans 
rhetoric and digital rhetoric of color. It also offers a definition of intersectionality as a 
lens through which we can continue to view further scholarship and the research itself. 
The second strand of scholarship, that relating to platform-based communication 
practices, is important in terms of understanding the interfaces’ influence and user 
experience. In this section, I focus on user experience scholarship, and scholarship on 
the specific platforms that came up during the course of this study. As with the previous 
section, we see QTPoC and queer issues come up as separate concerns in user 
experience, reinforcing the need for intersectional study. This section sets up my 
second research question pertaining to the platforms’ specific communication 
affordances.  
Lastly, I will look at anti-oppressive pedagogy practices, specifically taking into 
account issues of equity and justice in higher education. This section will combine 
common issues and considerations in teaching digital rhetoric with both institutional and 
curricular concerns in regard to social justice in higher education. This strand of 
scholarship speaks directly to my third research question, but also sets the tone for the 
rest of the research as well. 
Rhetoric – Cultural, Digital, Queer 
 In his 2006 book, Race, Rhetoric, and Technology, Dr. Adam Banks argues for 
“transformative access” as the basis of African American digital rhetoric. This concept of 
finding “third way answers to the exclusions of white supremacy… and working to 
transform both society and its technologies” (2), problematizes the way in which we 
often frame digital investigations in binary terms. Rather than asking whether or not 
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technology is good or bad, transformative access interrogates the ways in which the 
Black community leverages technology to create our own networks and make meaning 
in order to participate in American society. He warns against essentializing a particular 
Black experience, due to the multitudes within the community; he advocates instead for 
the recognition of a range of understandings that shape how we analyze digital 
engagement and technology from Black perspectives (4). This argument for a non-
essentialized range of experience opens up avenues for intersectional digital rhetoric 
studies from a culture-centered perspective.  
 Banks’s argument away from binary inquiries and toward ranges of experience is 
echoed in Jean Bessette’s “Queer Rhetoric in Situ.” Bessette argues that queer rhetoric 
must pay increased attention to, “…the nuanced complexity of power relations within the 
broad categories of queerness and normativity, and the diversity…of audiences which 
might render [an act] queer and normative…” (149). Taken together, Banks and 
Bessette offer a standpoint from which we can continue exploring QTPoC rhetoric, and 
from which we might explore digital rhetoric within the QTPoC community. 
As we move to investigate digital rhetoric within and from the QTPoC community, 
there are a group of intersectional studies we can look to and move forward from. 
Author Michael L. Cobb positions James Baldwin as an early example of Black queer 
rhetoric in practice through the use of religious rhetoric. The use of religious rhetoric, 
Cobb argues, in conjunction with black and queer rhetoric in Baldwin’s works animates 
black queer experiences (286) by bringing together three identities that we tend to see 
treated as mutually exclusive. Similarly, Gloria Anzaldúa situates rhetoric at the 
intersections of mestizaje (Indigenous Latinx cultural identity) and queer rhetoric in her 
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writings. Literacy and language continue in the community as sites of rhetorical 
meaning-making. Collin Craig, Eric Darnell Pritchard, and Seth Davis explore Black 
queer literacies in their works on embodying Black queer language (Craig), literacy 
normativity (Pritchard) and the practice of shade (Davis). In all of these authors’ works, 
we see examples of them using these QTPoC literacies to navigate, respond to, and 
resist their overlapping oppressions.   
We can see digital moves within the QTPoC community for representation and 
inclusive digital citizenship as their own rhetorical practice. For queer and trans people 
of color specifically, recent scholarship in this area has focused on visibility/invisibility 
(Davis), representation of specific topics such as bullying and coming out (Paceley and 
Flynn; Cho), and “own voices” in the media (Rubin and Themba-Nixon). As we see 
scholars grapple with these issues, we also see an emphasis on the participatory style 
of engagement. Scholars and practitioners of these digital landscapes are discussing 
what it means to be authentically represented, and the ways in which cultural creation 
and discourse morph and are bastardized when they reach white attention (Matthes). 
Figure 2. Megan McCain uses a reaction GIF. 
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Along with this is the idea of “digital blackface” (Jackson; Erinn, 2), and digital queer-
coding.  
Lauren Michelle Jackson defines digital blackface as “… [utilizing] the relative 
anonymity of online identity to embody Blackness”. This modern form of minstrelsy, she 
argues, can be found in various forms, such as white people stealing images of Black to 
create fake accounts and derail conversations. The more visible form of digital 
blackface is the use of GIFs featuring 
Black people by non-Black people. 
The term queer-coding has been 
around for decades, used primarily to 
describe when a character is given 
stereotypically queer traits to hint at 
homosexuality without referring to it 
(Russo, 6; Russo, 185; Martinez). Queer studies scholars have used this concept for 
years to interrogate the film industry’s use of queer-coding for villains. Ren Martinez 
argues that by attributing stereotypically queer attributes to villains, Otherness becomes 
conflated with villainy (2). We see this in online platforms as well, sometimes in 
conjunction with digital blackface, in the use of reaction GIFs featuring queer people. 
Non-queer people often embody queer identity through the use of these GIFs, and in 
many cases, this is done to express negative emotions; thus conflating queer identity 
with negativity.  
Lisa Nakamura pushes us further into the digital landscape by situating 
embodied identities as difficulty settings – using gamer culture language to set up an 
Figure 3. Kid Fury sipping tea 
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intersectional argument. The concept of difficulty settings stems from modern games 
and the ability of the player to make them easier or harder depending on what kind of 
experience they want to have. If a gamer is playing on an easy mode, the game might 
take away some of the battles, clearing a way for them to more easily win prizes or 
progress through the story. However, applying the concept to real life, the difficulty 
settings are unchangeable but still affect our experiences. Nakamura builds on John 
Scalzi’s argument that the identity of white male is the lowest difficulty setting, and 
explains how the rhetoric of gamer culture and the gaming community others and 
excludes queer women of color – the hardest difficulty setting, in her taxonomy. When 
we begin to investigate how issues such as digital blackface and gaming space 
exclusion take place, we have to turn our attention to the communication affordances of 
the online platforms. 
The affordances of these sites mean we must push past white-centric concepts 
of identification, as Burke set them out. While they may prove a tempting starting point, 
they do not serve our needs when efforts are made toward an intersectional rhetorical 
analysis. The concept of persuasion by relating to another person through shared 
experience or interest strips away power dynamics and cultural context. For example, 
someone communicating through reaction GIFs may have the shared experience of 
loving the show Real Housewives of Atlanta, and may use a GIF of Nene Leakes to 
emphasize a point. However, this act carries different cultural meanings depending on 
who is sharing the GIF. A Black person sharing it may be making a specific point about 




The digital affordances of the sites can become cultural artifacts themselves. 
Caitlin Gunn (2015) explores this idea by mapping “hashtag activism” through 
#BlackLivesMatter as well as other cyberfeminist hashtags. The hashtag was the 
artifact itself, breaking out of the context of Twitter, and spawning parodies and other 
digital activist movements (#SayHerName). Hashtags such as 
#ThanksgivingWithBlackFamilies signify 
digital community events that get added 
to and modified as long as the hashtag 
stays up. Humorous hashtags such as 
#PaulasBestDishes do the same, but 
with added social commentary. There are 
also hashtags that mark stories that go 
viral, such as #Zola. The hashtag feature 
is common among various platforms, and 
scholars such as Law and Pang, Mann, 
and Slaughter have already shown how 
they can be used by activists and marginalized communities to create avenues of 
discourse that reflect that range of experience and nuanced complexity that Banks and 
Bessette argued for. For instance, Stephany Slaughter argues that these platforms were 
used during the 2016 campaign to “reframe, recontextualize, and remix” (544) the 
Republican candidate’s racist rhetoric in a way that promoted civic engagement in the 
Latinx community. The use of hashtags was crucial, not in engaging with the candidate 
himself, but in promoting voices within the Latinx community who were in the midst of 
Figure 4. Kristen Clarke tweets in remembrance 




civic engagement and resistance (549). The next step, then, is to add the intersectional 
dimension to our analysis, and investigate how QTPoC use hashtags, and other 
communication affordances, to navigate digital spaces. 
 Overall, we see throughout this literature that rhetoric is a concept and process 
through which queer people of color can build digital cultural identity. With this in mind, 
my first research question is: what are some of the ways queer people of color navigate 
and make meaning in digital social spaces? 
 
Platform Communication 
 We have a rich set of scholarship on some of these digital spaces’ affordances 
already. Caroline Dadas details ethical considerations of doing queer research in digital 
spaces, paying attention to the way the “public/private continuum” (65) of the platforms 
affects the platforms’ users. She asserts that queer studies can be applied to our 
methodologies to “invoke complication” (63) and address non-normative production of 
knowledge. She offers her own work in investigating marriage equality on Facebook. 
While conducting this research, Dadas had to navigate both her queer community’s 
expectations for her, her own safety as a queer person in blatantly homophobic 
Facebook groups, and ethical expectations of herself as a researcher. The creation of 
an alternate Facebook account in order to undertake this research was the answer, and 
that type of navigation of context collapse can be seen in QTPoC’s choices on platforms 
as well. Rak’s work on blog rhetoric illustrates the way in which queer digital spaces 
often center privileged identities and ideologies (178) – specifically the “rich white gay” 
perspective of LGBT culture. Meanwhile, we see other scholarship highlight the user 
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experiences of community. This attention to community is especially evident when 
moving from the overall concept of “internet culture” and into discourse on specific 
platforms.  
Charmaraman et al. explore what “internet culture” means for women of color, 
arguing that community building is “cultivating social capital” (5). In their study, they 
specifically focus on women of color, and how digital Facebook communities allow for 
agency and affirmation of their identities. Various digital platforms offer a means of 
“bridging resources of information” and gaining access to wider networks of information 
previously unavailable (10), as well as offering representation that is not widely found in 
mainstream media. They also found that the women of color in the study rely more 
heavily on their online networks, and thus strategically cultivate these spaces so that 
they are safer for themselves. Stephanie Slaughter illustrates the ways in which the 
Latinx community makes room for itself and reframes racist discourse on Twitter (550). 
The strategic creation of digital cultural spaces reflects Zappen’s argument that identity 
formation and community-building are both integral components of digital rhetoric as a 
subject. He argues that digital rhetoric is made up of many “discrete components” (323), 
and that situating rhetoric in the context of digital spaces with these characteristics (in 
this case, potential for identity formation and community) can offer us a dynamic way to 
investigate the changing landscape of rhetoric (324). Both Allison McCracken and 
Andre Cavalcante illustrate in their works how queer discourse and community building 
flourish on the microblogging site Tumblr. Both authors move us toward intersectional 
analysis, in that they devote space to the fact that the intersections of race, gender, and 
sexuality do play a role in how users contribute to the site. Cavalcante goes into further 
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detail, explaining that Tumblr offers representations and resources for intersectional 
identities beyond race, gender, and class. 
Furthermore, there is a diversity of queer identities represented on Tumblr 
not seen in other digital spaces, because young people are creating deeply 
intersectional identities in new ways on the platform. In addition to inter-
sections of race and class, Tumblr hosts numerous pages about what it 
means to be queer and “demisexual” (feeling sexual attraction to someone 
only if there is a strong emotional connection); queer and “pansexual”( 
feeling sexual attraction toward individuals along the gender spectrum, 
including those who are trans, nonbinary, and gender nonconforming); 
queer and “polyamorous” (desiring multiple sexual relationships at once); 
and queer and “neurodivergent”(a non-pathological way of describing 
someone with an atypical neurological condition or disability). Tumblr pages 
about these identities underscore the intersectional nature of queerness 
and take care to celebrate and affirm difference.  (Cavalcante 1721) 
 
Although she does not go into as much depth in terms of various queer 
intersections, McCrackin takes the time to delve into the way race and queer identity 
intersect in terms of user engagement with pop culture on Tumblr. Both illustrate the 
importance of Tumblr to the queer and QTPoC community at large, and go into the 
cultural importance of the space for the QTPoC community specifically. Here, the ideas 
of both community and representation collide with platform affordances such as 
customization and differentiation of features to show how queer youth engage with 
media and create their own critical queer discourse online. They model the attention we 
must pay to intersectionality in order to avoid falling back into the myth of the internet as 
a neutral tool.  
The myth goes beyond the idea of the internet as a neutral tool or, “...naturalized 
notions of the impartiality of hardware and software” (Noble and Tynes 2). In the earliest 
days of the internet, the pervasive belief was that it would help us democratize society –
that this new platform would give everyone a voice and even out the uneven playing 
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field of “real life” biases (Noble & Tynes 4). If you have spent even five minutes on the 
average social media site, you know that this is not the case. Algorithmic structures that 
track interactions ensure that the popular content is seen first (Sherry 309), and the un-
moderated freedom and anonymity enable interactions that can reflect the systemic 
inequalities we see in offline spaces. Often, what is “popular” is actually paid space, 
reinforcing offline socioeconomic inequalities.  
Safyia Noble’s book Algorithms of Oppression also reminds us that the specific 
tools we use are oftentimes reflective of these same issues. She uses every student’s 
favorite tool –Google –to prove this point, by searching the terms “black girls” and “black 
boys.” Over the years (she began this research in 2011), the searches have brought up 
stereotypes, misinformation, mugshots, and porn (3). Searches for seemingly innocuous 
material, such as “gorillas,” bring up images of Black people (6). This example highlights 
the ways in which racism can be reinforced through normal, low-stakes online 
engagement. As Nobel states, 
While we often think of terms such as ‘big data’ and ‘algorithms’ as being 
benign, neutral, or objective, they are anything but. The people who make 
these decisions hold all types of values, many of which openly promote 
racism, sexism, and false notions of meritocracy, which is well 
documented in studies of Silicon Valley and other tech corridors. (Noble, 
1-2) 
 
The risk, then, is further alienating historically marginalized groups by teaching digital 
platforms as though they are non-political entities. Understanding the internet and its 
various platforms as reflective of broader social contexts is important in terms of 
teaching and researching digital rhetoric and digital social spaces because of the way 
these channels and subjects are sometimes dismissed. Platforms seen as “just for 
entertainment” (such as microblogging and streaming sites) invite a less critical scrutiny, 
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which means embedded biases can be dismissed as trivial or overlooked due to 
invisible assumptions. Invisible assumptions stop the critical inquiry process before it 
begins. For example, an instructor might assume that Google, the most popular search 
engine on the web, would contain visual representation that reflected all of their 
students. This assumption might stop them from doing the work of googling “Black boy” 
or “Black girl”, to extend Nobel’s example, and thus the racialized stereotype would go 
overlooked. This harms and reharms students of color, in that these images can also 
reaffirm racist ideas for non-PoC students. These examples show the importance of 
understanding not only the platforms as tools, but also their impact on students’ 
experiences in the classroom.  
Crystal Van Kooten offers us a salient starting point in terms of the progression of 
digital rhetoric through digital social spaces. She describes three different categories – 
hermeneutics, digital composition, and empirical observation – used to rhetorically 
analyze digital environments, and offers the typical structures and benefits of each. 
Hermeneutics involves the more traditional aspects of rhetorical analysis, as applied to 
digital landscapes (3). This process involves treating the landscapes themselves as 
texts. Digital composition uses the creation of digital media as the method by which it is 
studied (5). Finally, empirical observation utilizes qualitative methods such as 
observation and interviews to investigate human interaction with digital spaces (6). In 
the case of this study, a hermeneutical and empirical mixed approach seems to best fit 
the context of investigating interfaces and their impact. To think more specifically about 
digital rhetorical methods, Eyman offers a variety of methodologies, including Hypertext 
Network Analysis, Social Network Analysis, and content analysis. Hypertext Network 
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Analysis (HNA) as one of the many avenues of investigation. This refers to the process 
of studying “clickables” on a site, and regards the site/channel itself as an actor in the 
rhetorical process (19). At first glance, something like Social Network Analysis (SNA) 
might seem like the obvious choice for a study that deals heavily with social media, but 
this method tracks the networked pathways of the user, rather than interrogating the 
platform itself. HNA emphasizes the sites’ affordances themselves, and allows us to see 
the network(s) created by the interactive features. Content analysis allows for the 
interrogation of specific features, and the analysis of how their frequency affects users. 
These methods are a logical step from Zappen’s work on integrating classical rhetorical 
analysis concepts into digital landscapes. While he does reference rhetorical situation 
and appeals as important aspects of digital rhetoric, he moves away from the rhetoric-
as-persuasion model. Instead, he brings Burke’s ideas of identification to the forefront, 
explaining the importance of identity and community in digital spaces (319). By applying 
these concepts of appeals and identification to digital spaces, we begin to see how 
rhetorical arguments are built and function within digital landscapes. 
While it is easy to identify all of the rhetorical appeals in digital platform 
affordances such as GIFs, hashtags, and liking features, you can probably pick up on 
an emphasis of pathos (appeals to emotions/feelings) specifically. Beyond what users 
create, write, etc., pathos is built into many features of digital engagement, such as 
liking or favoriting something. Kostelnick argues that interactive affordances make 
pathos a key component of data visualization. While he makes this argument in relation 
to quantitative data, it is relevant to qualitative data sets as well. To illustrate this, we 
can refer back to part of Charmaraman’s study. In it, they explain that one of the ways 
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women of color utilize blogging and microblogging is to build a narrative of shared 
experience (5). An example of this is found in #BlackWomenAtWork on Twitter. The 
hashtag built a narrative of shared experience around situations Black women often 
have to navigate in the workplace that their white counterparts are unaware of. One of 
the interactive affordances of Twitter is the ability to add and respond with GIFs, and 
these pictures often convey the emotions of the story being told through the use of 
various pop culture artifacts. If you think of experience or the narrative as the data set, 
then using these pictures becomes a way of embedding pathos into that data. As we 
think about appeals and interactive affordances, Jay Brower adds a dimension to this 
idea in his chapter on affect in digital rhetoric (45). Here, he discusses rhetorical affect, 
the “bodily intensities that we experience...in response to stimuli” (47) that precedes 
cognition. He argues that in order to fully understand affect in regard to digital media, 
we must take rhetorical artifacts’ technological contexts into account. The context 
(medium and its affordances) are an integral part of meaning making for the artifact 
itself. Our bodily response to, for instance, a tweet has to be understood in terms of 
both the content of the tweet, and the landscape and affordances (hashtags, liking, etc.) 
of Twitter itself. In other words, the site itself is an actor and part of the stimuli that we 
respond to. This is especially important when we think about digital channels and their 
specific sites as actors on the way we engage online.  
One example of bodily response in digital landscapes can be found in Nir Eyal’s 
2014 book Hooked: How to Build Habit Forming Products. In it, Eyal explores the ways 
in which web development works to keep users in a loop on platforms. He argues that 
this works on a hook model (12) in order to keep users engaged. The process goes 
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from triggers (external and internal stimuli) to action, which leads to a reward, which 
prompts user investment (39). The idea is that the site’s stimulus prompts us to create 
something within that digital space, and then either the site itself or other users provide 
some sort of positive affirmation, which leads us to place some sort of value on 
interaction with the site. This loop effect, Eyal argues, keeps us engaged with the site. 
This idea of addictive or habit-forming user experience (UX) is an example of the 
underlying structure of my argument that sites and channels themselves hold 
arguments as to how we are to participate in digital environments.  
 We can understand this strand of literature by thinking of platform communication 
as rhetorical through interactivity. My second research question, then, is: what rhetorical 
influences do the interfaces of digital social platforms have on QTPoC? As we explore 
what these influences are, we should also pay attention to the dynamics of oppression 
and power, and how they might manifest when we use these digital channels 
pedagogically. 
Anti-Oppressive Pedagogy 
While questions of diversity, inclusion, equity, and justice are not new to higher 
education, within the past decade the discourse has shifted to take a critical look at 
what those terms mean in action. When considering how institutions actively combat 
oppression, current scholarship has begun to look past “official” statements and into 
institutional action in curricular, resource-based, and programmatic contexts. Winkle-
Wagner and Locks offer first the distinction between diversity and inclusion. They 
situate diversity as a noun, and inclusion as a verb (3). In other words, diversity is a 
thing that an institution wants to have, whereas inclusion is what institutions do in terms 
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of practical action before and after the “diversity” is there. Winkle-Wagner and Locks 
make this distinction to illustrate that although an institution may have diverse students 
(students from historically marginalized communities) in attendance, it does not mean 
that the institution does much, if anything, to enact positive policies and practices that 
ensure those students are not left in “disadvantaged positions” (4). Inclusion is the 
positive enactment of diversity.  
This is the work that D.L. Stewart builds upon in his piece for Inside Higher 
Education. He argues that even these terms and their meanings do not go far enough in 
ensuring equitable treatment of students. Diversity and inclusion initiatives, he says, are 
reactive and go more towards appeasement than addressing the underlying causes and 
concerns of student activists. To give an example from Stewart’s work, it is the 
difference between the college writing a statement about their commitment to diversity, 
but then failing to advance qualified instructors of color. He situates equity in direct 
response to diversity, and justice in direct response to inclusion. To better visualize the 
differences, I have adapted the questions of central concern to each concept into the 
following table. Looking at these central questions, diversity and inclusion may seem 
like negative traits in that they might be read as tokenistic or performative. If our focus 
stops at diversity and inclusion, tokenism and performative “wokeness” may be the 
case. We should see them as first steps in enacting equity and justice – foundations on 
which the work of equity and justice rests. While there are some negative aspects within 
the concepts (the self-congratulatory attitudes, false equivalencies, etc.), the principles 




Table 1. Diversity to Justice Spectrum – adapted from D. L. Stewart 
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It is also important to remember that all of these concepts are questions that fall 
under the umbrella of privilege. Sensoy and DiAngelo define privilege in the context of 
social justice education: “...the rights, advantages, and protections enjoyed by some at 
the expense of and beyond the rights, advantages, and protections available to 
others[...] privilege is not the product of fortune [or] luck...but the product of structural 
advantages” (58). As we think about these distinctions and how they play out in our 
research and teaching, it is important to remember them within the context of systemic 
and institutional power. To illustrate issues of classroom inequity, we can look at the 
example of a student Twitter assignment. Attention to diversity could mean assigning 
the students to complete the profile in a way that specifically identifies them (rather than 
using pseudonyms and avatars. This would be a superficial way of seeing the “Other” in 
our students’ digital writings. Equity, in contrast, looks at the assignment holistically in 
terms of engagement, and offers the students the option to write from their own cultural 
perspectives, and to de-identify or selectively identify. The difference is the potential of a 
“name drop” versus the invitation for the student to write from their whole selves. This 
difference also pays attention to concerns for student safety in online spaces. In this 
case, we can see multiple manifestations of power that can arise.  
The first manifestation of power is systemic –both in the curricular requirement 
for the students to represent themselves digitally, and in the affordances of the platform 
used. The second rests with the teacher assigning and/or grading the student’s 
assignment. If the instructor stops at the idea of diversity (an about me page shows a 
picture of a person of color, or hints at LGBT+ or disability status), then they still have 
the power to enact oppressive assessment practices based on cultural composition 
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(using Black American English, customizing with rainbow flags, etc.). They also may not 
pay attention to how students from historically marginalized communities are oftentimes 
not safe in digital spaces, and therefore not give ample room in the assignment for 
students to be able to navigate this issue. Third, students have power to subvert, resist, 
and/or call out majority-focused practice by enacting cultural practice within this 
assignment. In the higher education landscape, LGBT+ students face heterosexism –
the primacy of male/female relationships (Sensoy and DiAngelo, 184) –homophobia –
hatred toward LGBT+ people –and compulsory heterogenderism –understanding 
gender expression through sexuality-based stereotypes (Nicolazzo, 77) in various forms 
on college campuses. When we hear these terms, we may automatically think of 
violence or overt hatred toward this community. Indeed, those instances do still occur, 
but homophobia and heterosexism exist in other, institutionally supported ways as well. 
According to Koschoreck and Slattery, some of these include, but are not limited to, the 
following: 
•The denial of homophobia and heterosexism on campus 
•Assuming that all students (and their parents) are heterosexual 
•Disallowing any discussion of LGBT+ topics in the classroom 
•Failing to include literature, media, and/or contributions of or by LGBT+ people in the 
curriculum (155) 
While there may be attempts to add LGBT+ issues to the curriculum, often they 
are experienced as tokenism. The idea of these concepts as “additions” in the first place 
reinforces the heteronormative hierarchy already present. Koschoreck and Slattery 
explain it as a focus on “the Other” without any critical interrogation of “the norm” (156). 
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Token additions of LGBT+ issues reflect the second grouping of distinctions, in that it is 
more concerned with the numbers in terms of presence (representational diversity) than 
in disrupting the hierarchy (equity). Compounding this issue is that of choice –often 
LGBT+ media is offered as something students can choose to or not to interact with. 
This gives the illusion of a welcoming space (the concept of inclusion), while 
maintaining the comfort of the dominantly-situated students (the lack of justice). 
Another hierarchy that requires interrogation is that of “whiteness.” Timothy 
Barnett describes English and composition studies as situated in “whiteness” –an 
assumed neutral or objective ground on which we examine and write about the “other” 
(27). This places students of color at a disadvantage on an institutional level in our 
classrooms. Barnett refers to a situation of a white student asking a question that 
included a racial slur, and how the black student this question was directed toward had 
to bring to Barnett’s attention that the white student was really calling the black student 
a n****r under the guise of asking a question (32). Not all situations are this blatant, but 
this instance points out the separation between the performative act of tolerance 
(inclusion) and the dehumanizing effects of it. If we look at this intersectionally, we see 
opportunities for justice-centered teaching and engagement with digital spaces.  
Hill-Collins and Bilge understand intersectionality as multifaceted, but give us a 
broad definition based on Crenshaw’s work in the 80s: When it comes to social 
inequality, people’s lives and the organization of power in a given society are better 
understood as being shaped not by a single axis of social division, but by many axes 
that work together and influence each other (2). In other words, multiple systems of 
power can be at work on us and within us at once. The importance of interwoven power 
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structures in terms of our interrogation of classroom practices lies in the idea that we 
see students (and ourselves) in these complex terms, and that we examine “...how 
power relations are intertwined and mutually constructing” (Hill-Collins & Bilge, 7). 
Instructors can then interrogate the ways in which multiple power structures affect our 
students at once. Museus and Griffin offer the example of an exploratory intersectional 
analysis through focus groups on how LGBT+ racial minority students experience 
discrimination on campus (23). For an instructor, moving from interrogation to 
intervention might look like a conscious effort to use resources that speak to these 
multiple positionalities –for example, digital archives of Black experiences that do not 
erase LGBT+ members of the community (Banks, 4).  
 What we see from this body of work is that anti-oppressive instruction, 
assessment, and programmatic development goes beyond understanding the issues. 
Anti-oppressive pedagogy is a deliberate and strategic act in the classroom and around 
the institution. This brings me to my final research question: how can higher education 
instructors use platform knowledge in conjunction with understanding of QTPoCs’ lived 
experiences to create anti-oppressive classroom experiences?   
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CHAPTER 3.    METHODOLOGY: CENTERING QTPOC VOICES IN DIGITAL 
INVESTIGATIONS 
The IRB-approved study was carried out in two parts: participatory interviews and 
digital rhetorical analysis of a sample of social media platforms as indicated in the 
interviews. The full list of these platforms included YouTube, Twitch, Twitter, Instagram, 
Facebook, and Tumblr, of which I analyzed Twitch, Twitter, and Tumblr. Of the six 
platforms, the interviews on these three were the most detailed, offered the most 
pedagogical insight, and were reflective of the other three platforms. The two-part study 
enabled the comparison between surface-level communication affordances and 
mechanics with the platforms in practice. The study included interviews and digital 
rhetorical analysis.  
Researcher Positionality 
As a member of the QTPoC community, I understand much of the history, 
contributions, and challenges of said community. I also understand that many things 
that are intuitive to me may require explanation for outside readers, and acknowledge 
the work that will be needed to bridge that divide. I acknowledge that as a researcher, 
my study is limited to two or three intersectional identities (race, sexuality, gender), and 
that there are many other identities (e.g. neurodiversity, disability, age) that influence 
analysis and engagement with digital social spaces.  
I also undertook this research from the standpoints of teacher, instructional 
designer, and student. Largely, this research stems from instances where I, as a 
student, had to bring issues of classroom inequity to the attention of instructors and 
fellow students. As a teacher and during my time on the Online Learning Team, I was 
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the team member who got “diversity questions” – How can my trans student change 
their name on the electronic portfolio system? What should I do if my student has 
terrible grammar (instances of Black American English which opened up deeper 
conversations) in their blog posts? Based on these experiences, I already understand 
the necessity of the work of intersectional pedagogy – specifically in the realm of digital 
rhetoric and digital composition, and moving past inclusivity checklists. Disability studies 
and queer theory are often linked due to their focus on disrupting normative structures 
and advocating for “othered” bodies (Chappell 55). With this in mind, we can see how 
Wood et al.’s advice against the checklist approach to pedagogy is easily applicable to 
queered, racial pedagogy as well. It’s especially relevant to this study, as instructors 
have to be mindful of the wide variety of experiences one can have on any given 
platform due to their positionality. The checklist approach cannot account for the range 
of experience both culturally and digitally.    
Wood et al. argue that the issue with the checklist model is that it: 
…freezes disability as a set of symptoms rather than as a social process – 
or [demand] that disability be overcome – and allows us to perpetuate the 
fiction that disability is not me or not now…. Disability’s presences, like the 
presence of students with race, class, or gender differences, is not just a 
“problem” but rather an opportunity to rethink our practices in teaching 
writing… while we could offer a checklist…it would be contrary to the 
direction in which we want to push writing teachers, which is a more holistic, 
recursive approach, one in which disability becomes a central, critical, and 
creative lens for students as well as teachers. (148) 
 
Though his work is specific to disability studies, Wood et al. offer us two important 
concepts in how we should look to approach intersectional issues in the classroom. 
First, in that the process is recursive; regularly evaluating our praxis. And second, the 
idea of centering rather than isolating. In other words, attending to intersectional needs 
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of students as a focal point in our teaching, rather than “othering” them or treating them 
as one-time accommodation requirements.  
Although I have limited the scope of this research to cover the three 
intersections/identities listed above, I have designed this research to be respectful and 
sensitive to others, and to open up avenues for future research centering other 
identities. My intention is not to make a definitive recommendation on which digital 
social space is best for the QTPoC community, but to help those who teach the 
community (who may or may not share these identifications) make thoughtful decisions 
on how they ask students to engage in these situations.  
Interviews 
 I chose interviews as my main method of participant data collection because I 
wanted to investigate platform usage within the scope of participants’ lived experiences, 
rather than within the boundaries of my assumptions about how they might use these 
platforms. As the goal was to center voices of QTPoC, it was important to get full stories 
directly from the participants. Privacy and anonymity were of utmost importance, 
especially for my participants who were in the process of coming out in different 
contexts, and/or transitioning. With that in mind, I worked directly with the Institutional 
Review Board to design interviewing procedures that would be effective in not outing my 
participants (Appendix A). Some of these procedures included the option to hold the 
interviews over the Zoom teleconferencing application, and meeting in a room with 
signage for an unrelated study on the door. From a pedagogical perspective, the 
interviews allowed me to investigate how digital platforms are being used currently and 
the real-time concerns of students and instructors. Interviews also allowed more space 
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for the participants to detail what excites them about the prospect of digital rhetoric 
pedagogy and digital writing, and how they might use, or want to use, these platforms in 
the classroom. 
Participant Selection 
This study centered queer and trans people of color (QTPoC) as its population of 
interest. This is because of the high degree to which many digital social spaces produce 
and distribute media that stem from, reflect, or mimic this population. While many 
people engage with QTPoC culture online through their engagement with the 
affordances of these spaces, much of the background, history, and context of QTPoC 
culture are stripped away when it goes “mainstream” – meaning when it gains white, cis, 
heterosexual attention in popular mass media. This study allows us to investigate this 
engagement while honoring that history and the people who identify as a part of that 
community. 
In the initial stages of the research, participants were recruited in a number of 
ways. I posted flyers in many of the multicultural campus spaces, as well as student 
resource centers around campus. These flyers included a quick response code that 
linked to a brief survey in which they self-identified their communities and digital 
platform preferences. The survey also included the IRB-approved informed consent for 
the study.12 Participants were also recruited through Facebook posts in private QTPoC 
groups and direct messages with the researcher. To maintain confidentiality, the link to 
the quiz was included in these posts, and interested users were asked not to comment 
 
1 Appendix A: IRB approval 
2 Appendix B: Informed consent  
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on the posts themselves, but in direct message or by email with the researcher. As a 
member of these private groups, I had access to the specific population I wanted to 
study. However, I did work with group administrators when posting for recruitment so as 
not to be invasive in that space.  
In total, twenty people participated in the survey. Of those twenty, six people 
consented to an interview. Table 1 on the following page gives an overview of the 
interview participant positionalities. 
Survey data indicated a broad range of participant identities. Participants who 
chose to continue on to the interview stage were asked to self-report at the start of the 
interview. Participants were asked to disclose how they identify, but were given space to 
say as much or as little as they felt comfortable with disclosing.  
Survey participants fell between the ages of 20 and 30. Student participants were 
most prominent, but there was also representation in the other categories of instructors, 
administrators, and practitioners. There was representation throughout the gender 
spectrum, including cis-, trans-, and nonbinary/genderfluid participants. I based my race 
and ethnicity questions for the survey on what college admissions ask students to self-
report: Asian/Asian American, Black/African American, American Indigenous, Latinx, 
White, or Mixed Race. There were at least two survey participants from each 
racial/ethnic grouping, as well as representations of each sexual orientation, except for 
asexual. Survey data indicated that the microblogging platforms (Twitter and Tumblr) 
were used most often by the highest count of people, while platforms for fantasy sports 
were used the least. Facebook, Instagram, and YouTube also came up as significant 
platforms used by participants. Using this foundational data as a guide, I conducted six 
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interviews to investigate the ways in which the QTPoC community navigates these 
platforms. Of the twenty survey participants, six volunteered for the follow-up interviews.   
Table 2. Participant Positionalities 






































The interviews were semi-structured3, and lasted anywhere from an hour to an 
hour and a half. Participants had a choice of face-to-face or Zoom interview. Most chose 
Zoom due to either distance or time availability. The interviews were split into two 
halves. The first half of the interview was designed to get an idea of what kinds of pop 
culture and digital landscapes the participants interact with. These were also the 
 
3 Appendix C: list of interview questions. 
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questions that explored their feelings about what the QTPoC community faces while 
engaging with these digital platforms.  
The second half of the interview was conducted as a participatory interview. 
Participatory interviews are similar to contextual inquiry (Stolle; Fitcher 46) in that the 
interviewer “shadows” the participant as they carry out a task in context. However, 
participatory interviews go beyond monitoring the breakdown of workflow, and include a 
creative process (Stolle). For this study, it was important that the participants not only 
think about their use of platforms, but actually enact tasks on these platforms in order to 
show exactly what the platform usage looked like. For example, a participant might say 
that they retweet a lot on Twitter. But what that might actually look like is the participant 
going directly to specific profiles to retweet content, rather than interacting with their 
timeline or recommendations. This is something easier seen than explained. Thus the 
participatory interview method worked well for showing this process. It was also helpful 
in that it gave space for creative process questions, which focused on platform use in 
the classroom.  
During the second half of the interview, the participants were invited to choose 
their favorite/most used platform and show how they would generally use it. To do this, I 
asked them to show me the first thing they go to on the platform, and then to talk me 
through how they would normally browse the site. This was different for each 
participant, as they all chose different platforms. As they worked through the steps of 
what they engage with on a day-to-day basis, I asked specific questions about the ways 
in which they engaged with the platform, pop culture, and the QTPoC community. 




I chose inductive reflexive thematic analysis (Braun & Clarke 87) as my critical 
framework for this study. Reflexive thematic analysis is a process of data familiarization, 
thematic development, and revision that allows the researcher to identify patterns of 
meaning across a dataset. I chose the inductive approach to allow the data in the 
participants’ stories to guide the coding process. Overall, this process was most salient 
to my study because it allowed for themes and subthemes to be categorized in order to 
look at them from the perspectives of digital rhetoric, cultural identity, and pedagogy 
(Braun 8). This was particularly important since user experience of an online platform 
may vary wildly depending on the user’s purpose(s) for visiting the site – the thematic 
analysis matched this without assuming any one particular lived experience of my 
participants. Thematic analysis allowed me to showcase the range of experiences, while 
leaving room for other possibilities. This avoids what disability studies warns against in 
terms of thinking of justice as a one-time checklist (Wood et al. 149).  
I began this process by manually transcribing the interviews, and reading through 
them for an overall understanding of what the participants talked about. I marked places 
of repetition in the interviews, as well as major distinctions that came up between the 
interviews. This gave me a starting point in terms of seeing topics and issues that were 
shared among the participants. Once this was completed, I uploaded the participants’ 




Figure 5. Voyant Tool with Interview Example 
I used this tool to sort the words in the interviews by frequency. Figure 5 is an example 
using one of the interviews; however, when I originally ran the tool I added all of the 
participants’ answers so that I would have one cohesive data set. Once I had the 
frequency list exported into a spreadsheet, I coded the data based on words that were 
used at least twice across the interviews. The initial codes I used to categorize on a 
word-level basis were based on my first two study questions. The first question had to 
do with QTPoC engagement, and the second had to do with platform affordances. Thus, 
I coded the words that fell into the categories of “Identity” and “Platform”; the first of 
which I used to encompass words relating to QTPoC identity. I put these words back 
into context by using the list to read through the interviews again, this time highlighting 
the sentences in which the word appeared. This round of coding led me to my 
subthemes.   
Based on those first two rounds of coding, I selected three participants whose 
stories were detailed and representative of the whole group in terms of range and 
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frequency of platform usage, interaction with the QTPoC community, and pedagogical 
vision for the platforms, in order to give detailed accounts of the set of themes that 
arose in all of the interviews (83). Richie, Anissa, and Halo were chosen due to the 
detailed answers they gave and the examples they worked through during the 
interactive section of the interview. Once these three participants were identified, I read 
through the highlighted sections of their interviews again – this time reading for larger 
patterns in their narratives. This round of coding led to my overall themes of 
Interaction, Community, and Curation. I created a matrix to plot the word-level codes 
in context with the participant who spoke about them and the overall theme they fit with, 
and then color-coded for subthemes. Figure 6 shows an example, and the entire matrix 
can be found in Appendix E.  
 
Figure 6. Interview Data Matrix Example 
My goal in this research was explorative, with the ending outcome of 
recommendations rather than specific “musts” in terms of anti-oppressive pedagogy. In 
other words, the end result is not an essentialized checklist of anti-oppressive 
strategies. Rather, I expect this research to lead to mindful frameworks of equity and 
justice that center QTPoC in the classroom – ways of thinking about this population of 
students that can guide various pedagogical decisions in terms of digital work in higher 
education. Thus, thematic analysis made the most sense in regard to centering the 
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interviewees’ lived experiences. The thematic structure of the data chapters looks into 
codes, subthemes, and major themes of the interviews. The codes were specific 
participation-level experiences that the participants had on the platforms. The codes 
were grouped into subthemes based on the type of engagement that was taking place. 
Finally, these subthemes were analyzed for patterns, from which came the major 
themes of the study. For a visualization, see Figure 7.   
 
Figure 7 Overall schema of thematic analysis 
Digital Rhetorical Analysis 
Platforms and Definitions 
In this research, I have used the term “digital social spaces” as an umbrella term 
for the overall types of platforms I investigated. These include “platforms” as the term for 
the specific sites that participants might use. As the interviews progressed, I found that 
three subcategories of platforms emerged: microblogging, video-streaming, and photo-










Tumblr, Twitch, Twitter, Instagram, and YouTube. For my thematic analysis, I chose the 
Twitch, Twitter, and Tumblr interviews to focus on, as they offered a comprehensive 
look at what all of the participants talked about in the most detail.  
 
Figure 8. Platform Overview 
Microblogging refers to sites in which content is distributed in small, quickly 
accessed/consumed “chunks” on a feed, rather than in long-form on a dedicated page. 
These shorter posts are also more frequent and can be spontaneous, instead of 
scheduled. Examples of microblogging sites include Twitter, Tumblr, Pillowfort, and Ello. 
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Twitter and Tumblr were mentioned in all six interviews, and chosen as the participants’ 
most used platforms for two. Facebook was also the focus of one interview, and most of 
the other participants used it as a foundation when making comparisons between their 
chosen platform and other social media affordances. Video-streaming sites are those in 
which users can create, view, and share video content. Examples would include 
YouTube, Twitch, TikTok, and the now defunct Vine. However, sites like Netflix and 
DisneyPlus would not count, as users cannot create their own content and distribute it 
through those sites. These would more appropriately be classified as movie-streaming 
sites. YouTube and Twitch were the most discussed current platforms; however, 
participants did also mention feeling of fond nostalgia towards Vine. Finally, photo-
sharing sites are those in which users primarily share photos and short videos. 
Examples include Instagram, VSCO, and Snapchat. Instagram was most discussed 
overall. Interestingly, all of the platforms discussed were ones on which a variety of 
content types could be shared – none of the platforms were specific to a particular type 
of pop culture. In other words, even if the platform was known for one type of media, 
there was still a variety of content on the platform. For example, Twitch, which is broadly 
known as a video game streaming site, still offers a broad variety of content on the 
platform, including IRL (in real life) style shows, cooking shows, and artistic videos.    
One of the questions the research sought to answer was how QTPoC engage 
with these digital platforms. As such, it was important to categorize not only the 
platforms themselves, but also their affordances for participation. Based on a 
preliminary analysis of the platforms, I operationalized the categories of participation as:  
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• Navigation – features that move you from one place to another, e.g. hyperlinks and 
pop-up menus.  
• Consumption – eternal scroll; user does not actively engage with other users in any 
manner 
• Affirmation – “liking” or ranking systems 
• Conversation – discussion affordances 
• Distribution – sharing features 
• Collection – systems for saving content 
• Creation – systems for producing content 
All of the platforms allow for multiple categories of participation. The questions we seek 
to answer with the digital rhetorical analysis deal with concerns about which categories 
the platforms privilege, how this affects QTPoC users, and how, as a result, the 
platforms can be most effectively explored in pedagogical contexts. 
Digital Rhetorical Analysis 
This study is based on the analytical frameworks set out by Douglas Eyman and 
Michael B. Sherry. Eyman suggests content analysis as a useful tool in digital rhetoric. 
He describes it as similar to social network analysis, but rather than mapping the 
connections between digital texts (in this case, platforms), it maps the representations in 
and across individual texts (8). This framework allowed me to study these sites’ 
communication affordances as “influencers” in user behavior. Specifically, I used 
conceptual content analysis to explore the frequency of the categories as set out 
previously. Digital content analysis allows us a way to understand the landscape and 
community in terms of the affordances digital spaces provide, but in the scope of this 
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study does not get us all the way to an understanding of how they affect users and user 
identity. This is where Sherry’s work helps fill in the gaps.  
In his work on online discussion boards, Sherry uses visual rhetorical analysis 
(under the umbrella of digital rhetoric) to understand the impact those systems had on 
discussion participants (300). Of particular concern to him were the manifestations of 
power and hierarchies in the thread, and whether or not discussion was, or could be 
made, more equitable for students. He found that the platform used was partially 
responsible when reinforcing or mirroring offline patriarchal/neurotypical hierarchies 
(308). These were similar to the concerns of this study, in terms of understanding how 
the channels affect engagement with pop culture, and what kinds of power dynamics 
play a part in this system. Using these analytical frameworks together, along with the 
interviews, I investigated what pedagogical ways of understanding might emerge from 
the patterns.  
To begin, I coded the interactive features of the front page of each platform using 
the categories described above. In order to protect my participants’ privacy, I did not 
screencast their interviews. Instead, I had them give detailed answers explaining each 
feature they engaged with so that I could then do the digital analysis with on my own 
accounts. This did not present a replication issue, as the participants all talked about 
common front-facing features of the websites. I then worked from the participants’ 
answers to the second half of the interview questions to map the areas of engagement, 
and the hierarchies that emerged. During this part of the interview, participants shared 
their screen with me over Zoom, or on the study’s laptop if the interview was in person. 
They were then asked to go through their normal steps of engagement as they would 
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when browsing on any given day, and answer specific questions as they did so. The 
questions that led directly to the digital rhetorical analysis were as follows: 
• How do you start using this platform when you first log on? 
• Can you show me a feature you use most often and tell me about it? 
o Why do you interact with this feature frequently? 
• Can you show me your favorite & least favorite things about this platform? 
• How do you think the platform wants you to engage? 
• If you wanted to represent your identity on this site, how would you go about it? 
• What are some positive ways we can engage with our (QTPoC) community on this 
site? 
• If you were to use this platform in class, what would you be excited for? What might 
be worried about? 
Based on the participants’ answers, I was able to find a starting point for each platform, 
and then create a visualization of the flow of engagement. Being able to see the 
architecture of their engagement allowed me to see what was important to them as 
users, and what the platform offered in terms of those affordances. Based on the 
analysis, I found that strategic interaction, community engagement, and curation of 





Figure 9. Theme 1 - Interaction and subthemes 
 













Figure 11. Theme 3 - Curation and Subthemes 
Hypothesis 
The research questions I sought to answer in this study were as follows: 
• What are some of the ways queer and trans people of color navigate and make 
meaning in digital social spaces? 
• What rhetorical influences do the interfaces of digital social spaces have on QTPoC? 
• How can higher education instructors use platform knowledge in conjunction with 
understanding of QTPoCs’ lived experiences to create anti-oppressive classroom 
experiences?  
My overall hypothesis for this study was that the platforms argue for consumption, while 
QTPoC use them for creation. I also hypothesized that QTPoC would engage 





theories. However, important nuances in the trends pointed to particular methods and 
motivations for engagement that enrich the discussion on how these things take shape 
online, and can productively take shape in the classroom.  
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CHAPTER 4.    INTERACTION: STRATEGIC ENGAGEMENT IN DIGITAL SPACES 
  In the following chapters, I will detail the results of both halves of the study, 
starting with the major theme of interaction and following up with the major themes of 
community and curation in chapter five. In each chapter, I will explain common issues 
and narratives that emerged from the interviews, and then relate them back to the digital 
rhetorical analysis to better understand how QTPoC are using and navigating these 
platforms. Each of these chapters will contain a brief introduction to the theme 
(Interaction, Community, and Curation), how it was developed, an overview of the 
subthemes that emerged during the interviews, and the findings of the digital rhetorical 
analysis of Twitch, Twitter, and Tumblr. There will be some overlap in the sub-themes, 
as some of the details and topics were closely related. However, there will be clear 
delineation where I explain issues relating to the platform versus issues relating to the 
user.  
 Participants’ purposes for visiting these sites varied from platform to platform. 
However, when discussing their favorite and/or most used platforms, two key purposes 
emerged – consuming content and connecting with community. The ways in which they 
discussed these two purposes for engagement are important, as they connect with the 
major themes of the study: interaction with platform affordances, engagement with the 
QTPoC community, and curation of relevant content. In this chapter, I will cover the 
narratives that emerged within the theme of interaction. 
 During the interviews, all of the participants took time to explain specific methods 
of interaction on the platforms, how they used these features, and to what purpose. 
Although this happened in direct response to specific questions asked, there were also 
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moments during the interviews when further description or examples of features were 
necessary to explain a larger concept in terms of their online engagement. These 
moments led to the major theme of Interaction, seen across all of the interviews. The 
instances were broken into the following sub-themes: 
 
Figure 12. Structure of Theme 1 and Sub-themes 
Interaction within digital landscapes is varied and constantly evolving depending 
on the contexts of the platforms. In some cases, a user may feel comfortable interacting 
with a number of different features that the platform offers: creating their own content, 
sharing the content of others, and engaging in discussion. However, on other platforms, 
users may feel more comfortable engaging with only one of the tools, or just watching 
the different types of engagement that happen on the platform (known as lurking). The 
decision of how to engage is oftentimes tied to who we are communicating with online. 








communication might gravitate toward Twitter, whereas someone who is interested in a 
variety of communication affordances may be happier on Tumblr.  
Along with who the platforms attract in general, there is also the question of 
specific audiences. Interacting with certain communication affordances can sometimes 
be a matter of who is following you. In addition to that, there is the idea of context 
collapse. Marwick and Boyd explain context collapse on social media as the way in 
which “…social media technologies collapse multiple audiences into single contexts” 
(122). The separations we have in our offline lives – work audience, home audience, 
friend audience, etc. – are blurred or sometimes erased as we add those audiences to 
the online spaces we inhabit. This affects the types of digital interaction we engage with 
in these spaces. Someone who would use a hashtag that includes profanity may not 
use it if they have added people from a professional audience to their digital social 
spaces due to fear of social consequences. The networked nature of these spaces 
allows for ease of communication, but it also means that nothing is truly private online. 
In the context of this study, a social consequence of context collapse can mean the 
outing of a person’s identity. Stefanie Duguay’s research highlights the ways in which 
LGBT+ users’ online representations of themselves change subtly depending on 
platform context (897). My research follows in this vein, and the participants show how 
strategic interaction is performed within the QTPoC community in online spaces.   
Participants focused on platform affordances that allow for 
discussion/conversation amongst users. These included explicit conversation tools 
such as chat boxes and major text boxes, as well as more minor and/or implicit tools 
such as reply features, direct messages, and emoticon options. These features became 
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important during the interviews due to the participants’ emphasis on finding and 
maintaining connections to the QTPoC community. The network of discussion features 
on each site allowed for more access to individuals, as well as options for how the 
participants engaged with content.  
When I refer to amplification in this chapter, I am specifically referencing 
platform affordances that allow for sharing of ideas and spotlighting others. In the 
following chapter, I will expand more on the concept of amplification as a method for 
QTPoC to build and find community in digital spaces. However, in this chapter, I focus 
on the tools that make it possible in order to give us a better understanding of the 
strategic use of said tools. Detailing the methods of amplification first will allow for a 
better understanding of some of the community-building ideas in the following chapter.  
In the section on appeals, I discuss the platform affordances that closely align 
with traditional rhetorical appeals. This section points out strategic use of these 
features, but also shows how traditional rhetoric translates to digital landscapes.  
Lastly, the section on disruption explains instances where platform affordances 
are used for harassment. I also explain the ways in which participants use the platform’s 
features to avoid or mitigate the effects of harassment.  
Conversation 
Instances that fell into the conversation sub-theme represented moments when 
participants talked about how they directly engage with each other/the QTPoC 
community on the platform. The instance was counted only if the participants 
specifically discussed communication in terms of the platform affordances. For example, 
if a participant said that they liked being able to talk to friends instantly online, that 
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would not be counted as they did not specify the way in which they engaged with the 
platform to do so. However, if a participant said that they regularly go into the private 
message feature to talk to friends during the day that would be counted, as they 
discussed the platform’s affordances.  
During our discussion of the streaming platform Twitch, the topic of the chat 
feature came up repeatedly. Richie described the chat as really the center of 
engagement on the platform in his experience. This feature, attached to each stream, is 
a simple chat log interface with a text editor box and chat window to see people’s 
responses (see Fig. 12). Richie’s goal in terms of using Twitch is to be with friends and 
find a community online when his “real life” community didn’t reflect his QTPoC identity. 
The chat feature allows him to connect with the QTPoC community within this space. 
He described the chat as an important feature to the overall experience of Twitch, and 
not simply an add-on, as it is on other platforms. The chat 
feature is tied directly to the individual streams – with each 
stream getting its own unique chat. The conversations that 
take place in the chat are largely dependent upon what kind 
of channel it is – for example, gaming or talk show – and 
the personality of the host. Some hosts, especially 
extremely popular streamers with millions of followers, will 
sometimes address the people in the stream chat once or 
twice during a session, but largely ignore the flow of 
conversation. However, for streamers with a more 
manageable amount of people in their audience, the chat Figure 13 Twitch Chat Box 
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can become an important cultural space. This one feature offers both a way to connect, 
and a record of important conversations that take place during the stream.   
When asked about culture and representation on Twitch, Richie answered in the 
affirmative that Twitch does offer representation of various cultures and identities. When 
he talked about himself as a streamer, he said,  
So if I’m [streaming] a game, I’m going to talk about how there’s no people 
of color in the character roster. I was just playing Timespinner and talking 
to folks about colonization and mestizaje [Indigenous/Latinx culture] and all 
of these ideas that are in the game. - Richie 
Viewers can listen to Richie talk about these things as he plays. The chat is where they 
can respond and discuss these ideas. Since the chats are connected to the stream, 
viewers can go back and see the discussion that was taking place at any given moment 
of that stream. Richie made sure to emphasize this as an important part of the Twitch 
experience for him for two reasons. First, because he says he is looking for interaction 
when he comes onto the platform. Particularly when he streams, even though the topic 
may be serious, they can discuss it in lighthearted or low-stakes ways. And the topics 
are not always serious. He says that he also just wants the “…joking around and 
laughing” types of conversations. Secondly, the chat is important because “…part of it is 
getting to see the chat’s reaction – half the fun is seeing how other people are reacting 
[to the game and conversation].”  
When we think back to the overall rhetorical purpose of these platforms for this 
community – connection, creation, and sharing – it is easy to see how this one feature 
fills all of those roles. It also combats the issue that Julie Rak explains as “centering of 
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privileges and ideologies not shared by non-elites” (178). Searching for queer content 
online often brings the up the rich, white, male gay perspective. This is especially true 
when we look at things like long-form blogs and even YouTube channels. The creation 
of QTPoC cultural spaces through platforms such as Twitch and Tumblr add to the 
overall landscape of queer digital media, widening our perspective on what LGBT 
content can be.   
When I interviewed Halo, they echoed the importance of these low-stakes 
conversations of identity connected with content. Their platform of 
choice was Tumblr, a popular microblogging site, and they pointed 
out the comments as their favorite feature. On Tumblr, you can 
reblog content others have posted (similar to retweeting). Unlike 
other microblogging sites where the comments have a separate 
section of the page and/or site, Tumblr attaches the comments to 
the parent content, allowing users to see a trail of comments based 
on who they’ve reblogged from (see Fig. 13). This feature allows 
conversations that are connected with the parent content to 
develop, and thus, users who enjoy the content can talk directly 
with others who have also enjoyed and reblogged it. This also provides a means of 
giving the author or creator feedback on their work, which can offer avenues to discuss 
QTPoC representation. Halo explained this with the example of self-insert fiction – 
stories written in the first or second person so that the reader is able to visualize 
themselves as the main character. 
…if I see…het-specific qualities [in a self-insert story], I might be like, 
‘Hey, it might be more inclusive if you didn’t include those.’ If it’s your OC 




[original character], do what you want – that’s your time to shine. But if 
you’re specifically trying to make a reader insert, and you have specific 
[pronouns] or physical characteristics, it’s like…oh.  
 
Halo says these conversations connected with the content, the way the chat is 
connected to the stream on Twitch, can lead to great interactions with fellow users. 
Andre Cavalcante describes Tumblr as “…both a utopia and a vortex” (1732) in which 
queer people can exist and interact online. As QTPoC, the Tumblr commenting system 
offers a dynamic space in which to explore identity from multiple standpoints.  
Richie has viewers from around the world: Sweden, the Caribbean, Brazil, and 
Mexico, to name a few places. The chat offers a space to have conversations about 
large-scale cultural difference. Richie mentioned a fun discussion about going to the eye 
doctor and universal healthcare. On the surface, this may seem like a trivial point, but 
we must note the importance of low-stakes spaces for cultural discussion. Oftentimes, 
especially on platforms like Twitter or Facebook, simply mentioning healthcare is 
enough for an argument to occur. These arguments can get tense and harmful to some 
participants very quickly – and depending on the platform, may have repercussions in 
the participants’ offline lives. However, because of how Richie runs his chat, the 
conversation kept a much more playful tone, and the people watching his stream were 
able to hold a real conversation about healthcare needs in multiple countries. The 
creation of a safe environment is intentional. Richie also specified the fact that some of 
his viewers seek him out specifically for cultural similarities. He talked about “making a 
space” for QTPoC conversations. And, specifically for him, he has created a space that 
is affirming for Latinx people: 
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So I get a lot of Latino people, so sometimes I get Spanish in my chat, I 
can talk to them. So they come to my chat because that’s not something 
that can happen all the time for them…. Just making a space for people. 
 
The chat, for Richie, becomes a cultural space where conversations about 
specific identity issues can occur alongside, and in conjunction with, conversations 
about gaming. The chat feature in and of itself has these different levels of cultural 
importance, but it also houses another important conversation feature that Richie 
highlighted – the emotes.  
Originally, I assumed that emotes on Twitch were simply video game-specific 
emoji. However, during my conversation with Richie, I realized that there is an entire 
lore surrounding every emote. And, in some cases, that lore is connected back to the 
streamer themselves. Richie explained using one of his emotes as an example.  
Yeah, so as a streamer myself, some of these are mine. So this is a 
strawberry from [the game] Celeste. Celeste was one of the first games 
that I finished all the way through, and what got people following – 
because people like watching people fail at Celeste. But because the 
game was all about anxiety and overcoming depression and mental 
health, a lot of my viewers and I were connecting over it. So the 
strawberries are collectibles [in the game] and I went, ‘Oooh, there’s a 
strawb!’ And someone asked, ‘Did you just call that a strawb?’ So that just 
became a thing. So my first emote was a strawb because that’s the lore of 
what happened in the channel. So older viewers who use it know that it’s a 
strawb, whereas new users just know it’s from Celeste. 
 
These emotes are important as a communication feature because they are, in a 
way, a way to create cultural currency online – both figuratively and literally. Visual 
language is not uncommon online; most platforms now support the standard emoticon 
language such as the smiley faces and weather symbols, normally termed emojis. In 
recent years, these standard emojis have also had extra meanings attached to them. 
For example, it is now common knowledge that the eggplant stands for penis in online 
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conversations. However, the emotes on Twitch take this language further in terms of 
having “standard” backstories, usually reflective of the game they are from, but also the 
previously mentioned cultural currency. In the figurative sense, using certain emotes in 
certain ways communicates insider knowledge to others; this is sometimes also used in 
terms of signaling to other QTPoC in these spaces. In the literal sense, Twitch has a 
subscription system, through which you can give monthly payments to your favorite 
streamers. One of the incentives for this is the fact that you get to use exclusive emotes 
that are tied to the streamers that you support. In that way, the platform commodifies 
the idea of conversation, which can be to the benefit of the QTPoC streamer. Richie is 
not a professional streamer who streams all the time, but he does make a small amount 
of money each month off of his subscribers. This brings up a somewhat difficult situation 
for QTPoC streamers. Streaming can be a viable source of income, but what does it 
mean to monetize your community? Richie said that he struggles with that a bit, and 
pointed out that there are a lot of other factors to consider when money starts to get 
involved. Commodifying conversation, in some ways, keeps members of the QTPoC 
community from being able to engage in all of the ways that the platform, technically, 
allows. In the case of the example we have been discussing, the emotes, QTPoC may 
be restricted from using certain visual language within their community on Twitch 
because they do not have the funds to subscribe to the streamer.  
 The final aspect of conversation on Twitch that Richie pointed out as especially 
important was the Whispers feature – Twitch’s private messaging system. It ties directly 
back to the chat, in that Richie uses it as an avenue of backchannel communication 
when chat conversations get difficult. He brought up a recent conversation as an 
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example, in which two viewers were arguing in the chat (on issues of identity), and each 
had messaged him through the Whispers feature asking him to mute (basically blocking 
someone in the chat) the other. Anissa added on to the importance of this feature, 
stressing the fact that some conversations need to happen in a private (or at least, 
theoretically private) space. She gave the example of sending condolences to someone 
as a time when you are connecting with one specific person through the platform’s 
affordances, and when it needs to be backchannel rather than on the feed or timeline. 
This idea of backchannel communication will also be important in the Community 
chapter when we talk about moderation and keeping other QTPoC safe online.   
 When we analyze Twitch for its affordances, we see that the chat feature is 
heavily privileged – both in terms of ubiquity and prominence. Although it is not featured 
on the homepage, it is inevitable that a user would interact with it soon after getting to 
the platform, as there is one connected to every stream.  
 Categorizing the Twitch homepage, we see that it leans heavily toward 
consumption and navigation. You basically have two options – watch a stream, or go to 
another page to watch a stream. Richie specified his first four actions when logging on 
to Twitch. The following list corresponds with the numbers in Figure 14:  
1. First, he checks to see who is streaming. If someone he knows is on, then he’ll 
click their channel and watch. 
2. Second, if no one he knows is streaming, he moves to the recommended videos. 
3. Next, he goes to the recommended clips (short videos – not full streams) 




Figure 15. Twitch Homepage with Interaction Points 
If we use this as the starting point of our digital rhetorical analysis, we can see that the 
hierarchy of the platform leads us to the chat conversation tool as a matter of course. 
Each of the four options for engaging from the homepage will eventually lead to a 
stream, which, most of the time, will include a chat window. If we look at the visual 
hierarchy of an individual stream page (Fig. 15), the chat window is second most 
prominent after the video of the stream itself.  The user will find the emotes in the 
process of interacting with the chat window. However, the Whispers feature may be 
easily lost among the metadata of the streaming channel. As a rhetorical strategy for 
backchannel communication, this option may take a while for people to find, leaving 




Figure 16. Arrows indicate major conversation affordances 
 
 Amplification (Tool) 
Instances that were grouped into the amplification sub-theme were focused on 
how participants used the tool to “boost” other voices in the community. If the 
participants discussed using a specific feature or tool to explain sharing other people’s 
content in an effort to promote them or the ideas of the content, it was counted towards 
the concept of amplification. This distinction is important because amplification is a sub-
theme that is repeated within the scope of the other two major themes (Community and 
Curation) as well. The ability to “boost” someone’s content is an essential part of the 
community-building that takes place in these digital spaces. In the case of interaction 
with the platform, the participants discussed specific platform affordances that allowed 
for users to “boost” ideas and content.  
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Both Anissa and Halo discussed well-known features of their platforms – the 
retweet and reblog features respectively. These features add a copy of the original 
content to a user’s blog/timeline. As was pointed out previously, Tumblr’s reblog feature 
allows users to add their own commentary to the content, showing a trail of commentary 
depending on how many people have reblogged it prior to the current user. Twitter also 
allows you to add a comment to a retweet; however, unlike Tumblr it does not show all 
of the previous comments. This makes retweets a little more compact – more like their 
own block of content instead of content and ongoing commentary. The symbols for this 
type of interaction are exactly the same (Fig. 16) – suggesting a bit of concern for cross-
platform consistency on the part of the Tumblr developers. While each of the 
participants chose their favorite platform, most of them also discussed trying out or 
frequently using other platforms as well. This cross-platform consistency enables 
QTPoC to make some of the same rhetorical moves on various platforms, even if the 
aesthetics are different.  
 
Figure 17. Twitter and Tumblr reblog buttons 
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Both Halo and Anissa explained the need for the reblog/retweet function not in 
terms of their own entertainment, but in terms of necessity for others. In Anissa’s case, 
this is how she enacts Richie’s earlier remarks on building a space for people. During 
the interview, Anissa made a point to go to her profile to show me her list of tweets. 
Most of them, she emphasized, were retweets of other people’s content. As she 
explained, 
When I get on Twitter I try to boost other people or create a positive 
impact…. So I feel like sometimes I’m not on here for me, but to hype up 
other people, because I know a lot of times Twitter can be a shit storm. 
 
All six of the participants referred to Twitter, specifically, as a “dumpster fire” at 
least once during their interviews. The specific phrasing was notable, as was the 
immediate negative reaction (even by Anissa, who chose Twitter as her favorite 
platform). There seemed to be an understanding within the participant group that Twitter 
had a particular negative tone to it, and a few cited specific negative experiences tied to 
their QTPoC identities. And this idea of the platforms having an undercurrent of 
negativity was not a problem solely associated with Twitter. While Halo described 
Tumblr as their “safe space” online, they also acknowledged the undercurrent of 
negativity that is present there as well. And unlike Twitter, where the issues stem from 
racist and homophobic users and their interactions with the QTPoC community, 
Tumblr’s issues stem from the platform itself, more specifically, from the recent decision 
to ban NSFW (not safe for work/adult) content from the site. Formerly one of the least 
regulated social media platforms, Yahoo’s purchase of Tumblr, which led to the 
subsequent purchase by Verizon, brought with it a new dedication to “family friendly” 
reworking of the site – banning anything their bots labeled as porn. This decision 
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affected the QTPoC community on Tumblr in two ways. First, it stripped QTPoC sex 
workers of one of the online platforms from which they could work. Secondly, even 
outside of the sex work community, the algorithms (or bots, to be more specific) still 
flagged QTPoC content as inappropriate even when it wasn’t. Posts about HIV/AIDS got 
removed, as did some pictures of LGBT+ couples that were within the new guidelines. 
This platform-specific issue, plus issues of visibility and representation, make the act of 
amplification of QTPoC content even more important. Halo explains that the 
“importance of reblogging versus liking” is a crucial part of making sure QTPoC 
representation stays a part of these platforms. If we think back to chapter two, where I 
discussed Noble’s Algorithms of Oppression, we can see Halo trying to counteract a 
similar problem. Although not a search engine issue, the algorithms behind the platform 
do reinforce stereotypes and lead to erasure. Halo combats this through the act of 
reblogging QTPoC content, as this spreads the content wider, and allows for more 
human eyes to see it if it gets flagged for violating community guidelines. The appeal 
process still has to be carried out by the original poster (OP), but widespread reblogging 
sometimes expedites that process.  
 
Figure 18. Twitter Beginning Navigation 
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 Both Anissa and Halo’s patterns of interaction include the homepage as a 
starting point. As the homepage is the main hub of activity for most Twitter users, all of 
the categories of interaction can be found here. Figure seven highlights the two major 
areas of interaction for Anissa. First, she said she checks notifications (the bell icon) to 
see if and how anyone has interacted with her. The second thing she does is scroll 
through her timeline to see what other people have tweeted. It is in this process of 
engagement that the action of amplification takes place. Once Anissa finds a tweet she 
likes, she can retweet it – distributing the content to her own followers. The retweet 
button is found on every block of content, alongside the “Like” and “Reply” buttons, 
making it one of Twitter’s most prominent features.  
In Figure 17, one of the other amplification tools is crossed out – the Trends feature. 
This is Twitter’s way of trying to amplify content that the platform feels will be relevant to 
the user. Both Anissa and Halo pointed out the contrast in the platforms’ attempts at 
amplification with specific separate features, and enacting amplification themselves with 
the more commonplace features. Anissa described the Trending section as her least 
favorite feature of the site, stating,  
Very rarely are the trends relevant to my interests….The trends feature is 
[always] on the right and I can’t get rid of it. And I think it’s [Twitter] not 
necessarily worried about the impact of showing me Nazis on my timeline. 
Halo echoed this idea, but took it a step further in describing the disconnect between 
the platform and its audience.  
Tumblr’s very interesting with this, because they insert themself [sic] with 
their blog and they try to bring in like voice actors or famous people to be 
like, ‘Come look at us!’ But I feel like not a lot of people actually do…. So 
like, they’re trying to interact? But I also feel that the current owners of 
Tumblr don’t understand the audience or how the audience works at all. 
So there’s that very big disconnect between creators an users, and what 
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they’re doing on their own space, and what the owners of the website are 
trying to do. And it’s just not working. 
 
This idea of moving away from what the platform wants in order to amplify QTPoC 
voices will come up again in the chapter on community. Here, however, this explanation 
of engagement shows us that there is a trend toward micro tools (retweeting singular 
blocks of content) instead of macro tools (featured and trending features).  
 The platforms’ affordances for amplification are featured prominently when it 
comes to the microblogging sites. Twitch’s methods of amplification require slightly 
more know-how on the part of the user, but serve the same purpose in terms of 
“boosting” the community. Richie’s method of amplification is called hosting. On Twitch, 
the area where you stream your game is called your channel. You can stream another 
person’s content on your channel, broadcasting it to your own followers. This process 
requires a user to go to their own channel and type “/host [Twitch handle]” into the chat 
box. For example, to host my channel you would type  
/host EidolonCommander. This is not a main feature on the home page, or even the 
channel page itself. Rather, the user has to know that they can host someone, and also 
how to host them. If you look at the hierarchy of the pages based on tools alone, the 
microblogging sites seem to allow for more amplification than Twitch. This isn’t 
necessarily a bad thing, however. On Tumblr and Twitter, the way the site is set up 
offers a way to amplify a lot of content easily. Given the quick bite, endless scroll nature 
of these platforms that style works well. QTPoC interacting with these platforms will 
quickly be able to curate content. For Twitch, the lack of front-end amplification tools 
means that hosting is a deliberate and meaningful act. The decision to host someone is 
more than a moment of enjoying their content – it means at least a small level of 
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connection with their content. For QTPoC looking for content, this signals some level of 
safety and/or relevance of the content that is being hosted.  
Digital Rhetorical Appeals 
 The third sub-theme situates the extra affordances of the platforms as modern 
digital appeals. Hashtags turned out to be a common topic amongst participants, and in 
part this had to do with versatility. Although there are popular 
hashtags, and hashtags that are agreed upon by the platform’s 
community, the user has the ability to create their own as well. 
In the participants’ discussion of emote, GIF, and hashtag use, 
we can see the ways in which traditional rhetorical appeals 
(ethos, pathos, logos) operate within the digital landscape.  
 We have already discussed emotes on the Twitch platform. As the name 
suggests, these icons link to pathos in that they are used to reflect certain emotions. 
However, emotes are also a digital means of ethos, in that their 
use reflects a certain level of credibility in the gaming 
community. Streamers new to Twitch may use a Minecraft or Waluigi emote to signify 
the feeling of anger or ambivalence. However, strategic use of these emotes in the chat, 
based on their representations in the video game, and would also signal to others that 
you are in the “in-group” when it comes to gaming. Thinking back to the research 
question “What rhetorical influences do the interfaces have on QTPoC?” we see that 
this lore around the emotes can create sub-communities within sub-communities. This 
may make it more difficult or make QTPoC feel more anxious about joining this 
Figure 19. Emote 
Menu on Twitch 
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particular platform. For gamers like Richie who want interaction with the QTPoC 
community, they need to employ other methods of calling the community in.  
 Reaction GIFs are a common staple 
across most platforms, but are used the most 
in terms of microblogging. GIFs are pictures 
that play small, animated segments of action 
on a loop. Halo pointed these out as one of 
the best parts of the comments on Tumblr, 
because GIFs “emphasize how much they 
[other users] feel.” This idea of being able to attach emotions to text through media is a 
central part of digital rhetoric, in that it brings 
in traditional rhetoric’s ideas of pathos, 
Kairos, context, and audience within the scope of a single digital action. Take the iconic 
(within the QTPoC and fantasy communities, at least) GIF of Tru Blood’s Lafayette 
taking off his earrings. This GIF is supposed to invoke the feeling of “I’m ready to fight” 
on the part of the person using it. Although Tru Blood is an older show now, the GIF is 
in reference to an instance to the still relevant issue of homophobia – which is also how 
you will see it used online in many cases. However, sometimes that context changes to 
mean more specific things within the QTPoC community. And lastly, the use of this GIF 
is usually within the scope of an audience who knows that taking earrings off means a 
fight is about to pop off.  
Anissa explained how audience plays a large role in determining if she uses reaction 
GIFS at all, as well as which ones she selects. She specified that when she is creating 
Figure 20. Character Lafayette from Tru 
Blood – episode Sparks Fly Out. 
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an original tweet, she usually does not use GIFs at all. However, when she is 
responding to a tweet, she will normally do so with a GIF. The idea of audience appeals 
plays out in this way for her: 
If I know them in real life I’m more likely to send them an objectively 
inappropriate GIF. Where I would NEVER send that to [someone] I do not 
know in person in real life. Or have not vetted their sense of humor. So if 
I’ve met them in real life, I feel like I have more insight into what they 
would find funny, or enjoy seeing tweeted at them. 
 
While this is true for non-QTPoC as well, the use of certain GIFs also carries specific 
cultural meaning. The frame of cultural reference in using a Living Single GIF or a 
Noah’s Ark meme adds a layer of meaning, but also makes the consideration of who to 
send the GIF or meme to more complex. This is where issues of digital queercoding and 
digital blackface come into play. Digital queercoding – using GIFS of queer people 
and/or queer stereotypes in order to add a negative connotation to the post – is often 
viewed as playful banter in digital spaces. This puts QTPoC in the position of ignoring or 
educating those who participate in it. Digital blackface produces much of the same 
result. Unlike queercoding, however, the use of Black people in GIFs by non-black 
people is usually not coded as negative specifically. This means that the conversation 
around digital blackface is met with a large amount of defensiveness. Among the 
arguments against digital blackface as a concept, one of the most used is the idea that 
“Those GIFs just come up first” in the recommendations. But once again, this brings us 
back to Safiya Noble’s question of “Why is the algorithm structured this way?” And “is 
there a way to game the system so that this happens less?” 
 Lastly, each participant discussed the importance of hashtags. While this feature 
can span all three of the appeals, the participants emphasized hashtags’ importance in 
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terms of logos – transmitting extra facts about the content. In Richie’s case, the hashtag 
feature allows him to add information to his streams, making it easier for people in the 
QTPoC community to find him, and vice versa. When he is finished watching friends’ 
streams, he will often search #LGBT to find other content relevant to his interests. This 
was the same for Halo, who expressed a sense of relief at having a way to find people 
who share their identities. Anissa agreed; however, she problematized the idea of 
hashtags as facts by bringing up the uncertainty that can come with them. As she was 
showing me how she searches for content on Twitter, she explained her thought 
process in choosing which hashtags to look at.  
So I typed in #Queer, and the three suggestions [given by Twitter] are 
#QueerEye, #QueerLobbying, and #QueerLove. I’m gonna go down and 
click on #QueerLove. I don’t know if #QueerLobbying is going to be queer 
people lobbying for positive change, or people lobbying against queer 
people. So I don’t feel up to dealing with that today. 
 
This ambiguity of what the hashtag means is a digital complication within the concept of 
logos. While the hashtag may transmit data, there are a multitude of different types of 
data that could go into it. And as we will discuss in the next section and next chapter, 
people with malicious intentions can use these same features to target the QTPoC 
community. The ambiguity of the hashtag also touches on Jay Brower’s concept of 
digital affect, which we discussed briefly in chapter two. This concept draws attention to 
the physical, pre-cognitive reactions we have to digital stimuli. In this case, anxiety or 
fear may come with seeing #QueerLobbying before any actual interaction with the 
hashtag itself, due to a need for more context.   
 Although all frequent occurrences, each of these features – emotes, GIFs, and 
hashtags – is considered an “extra” on the site in terms of the visual hierarchy of the 
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page. For example, you can have several different hashtags on a tweet, but they don’t 
have to mean anything (I hashtag random keyboard smashes — #jfkdjfkjfeiowjfij — 
frequently) and you are not required to engage with them in the process of creating your 
own tweets. The platforms allow avenues to use them, and in some cases (like with 
hashtags) even promotes them. However, they are still situated by space, proximity, 
and size as secondary to other features. When you take into account the use of these 
“extras” in terms of QTPoC signaling or adding information, you see another instance of 
QTPoC using micro-features to engage with the community.  
Disruption 
 Lastly, the category of Disruption was created in response to discussions of 
trolls online. I will go into more depth on trolls themselves in the chapter on Community, 
but for the sake of this discussion I offer two brief definitions from Urban Dictionary. 
While not an academic source, Urban Dictionary is the best source for descriptions of 
internet-specific jargon. First, a troll is: 
One who posts a deliberately provocative message to a newsgroup 
or message board with the intention of causing maximum disruption 
and argument. 
 
It is from this definition that we get the name of the category. The idea of disruption is 
an important concept from which to look at the interfaces of these platforms. Certainly, if 
we are to understand how QTPoC connect, create, and share online, we also have to 
examine the ways in which these acts may be disrupted. The second definition 
describes a troll as someone who “…deliberately pisses people off online to get a 
reaction.” The difference is subtle, but important. The first definition alludes to an end 
goal of derailing whatever discussion is taking place in the particular online space. The 
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second definition alludes to a broader end goal – one based more on personal emotion 
than the drive toward an act. We can see those differences play out in terms of the 
affordances trolls use to achieve their goals, and how QTPoC respond to them.  
 All of the participants brought up their standing issues with trolls. In many cases, 
they described trolls coming into spaces made for and by QTPoC to disrupt the 
conversation or harass the original poster. These interactions are generally carried out 
using the same tools that have been outlined above, and participants reported that the 
platforms do not have much in the way of functional ways to proactively prevent these 
issues. The following are a few of the stories participants told to highlight how unsafe 
these platforms can be.  
One example is a Black scholar I follow on Twitter. This person has been 
receiving death threats, rape threats, all kinds of harassment from real 
humans AND bots. And I don’t see anything being done to, you know, 
really stop that issue from happening. – Anissa 
 
Twitch can sensor out certain words, like the F-word for gays and stuff, but 
people always find work arounds for that sort of thing. And it would also 
depend on what you’re streaming, too, because if you stream like a talk 
show? You’re like a million times more bound to get trolls, because they 
look for the talk show #JustChatting feature, any type of vlogging type 
shows to go after. So you have to watch for that. – Richie 
 
It’s so easy to screenshot things and you don’t know it’s being screenshotted. 
You don’t know who’s in the group you’re interacting with, so it’s harder to open 
up on a personal level in these communities because you don’t know who’s 
going to do what with the information…. With Tumblr I feel like there’s more 
leeway because it’s more anonymous and …if you want to jet out you can and no 




 The idea of social consequence is tied to “context collapse” – the concept of the 
line between our personal and public audiences being blurred or erased all together 
(Marwick & Boyd 3). When someone creates a Twitter or Facebook profile, usually they 
will make a list that connects them to people they know, or are familiar with in a 
professional or personal context. This means deleting or blocking them from your list 
runs the risk of social consequences in “real life”. But the anonymity that protects on 
Tumblr can also hurt QTPoC users on Twitter and Twitch. Trolls often create fake 
accounts from which they can harass others without consequence. The platform 
affordances allow users to react to this harassment, blocking and muting for example, 
but most do not allow any preventative tools to keep the harassment from occurring. 
The exception is Twitch, which allows you to restrict the chat to people who follow you. 
Also, when we look at the visual hierarchy of the platforms, these tools that allow users 
to block trolls are often buried rather than being integrated into the main structure. 
Twitch’s “Banned Chatters” list function is buried three pages deep into the chat 
settings, while Tumblr makes you go to the instigator’s page to block them, potentially 
exposing the user to more harmful content.  
 Interestingly, although the participants were cognizant of the issue of trolls, and 
often had had issues with trolls themselves, none of them saw trolls as a reason to 
avoid their chosen platform. The participants spoke about trolls and online harassment 
as an inevitability of audience growth, rather than as a threat to be avoided at all costs. 
In other words, their rhetorical moves in these digital social spaces were not 
strategically avoiding trolls, but strategically outmaneuvering them when they appeared. 
Or at least considering how they would outmaneuver them. The implications of this fact 
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are that 1) we as instructors do not need to choose the nuclear “no digital projects” 
option out of fear for our students, and 2) the reduction of harm in our classrooms can 
be tied directly into the digital literacies that we teach.  
 This chapter on Interaction revealed that there are strategic practices of 
engagement that QTPoC enact. Features such as chat boxes and direct messages 
allow for community-building through conversation, while intra-platform sharing features 
(reblog/retweet) allow QTPoC to amplify voices in the community. Interactive and visual 
features such as GIFs and hashtags incorporate traditional appeals in the digital 
landscape. Lastly, QTPoC employ strategic interaction with features in order to avoid 
issues stemming from context collapse and trolls. In the next chapter, we will look more 




CHAPTER 5.    BUILDING COMMUNITY AND CURATING QTPOC CONTENT 
This chapter presents the final two major themes together — community and 
curation — as they are closely related. In addition to interaction, these two themes 
clearly emerged in the interviews. It is easy to see how the concept of community came 
up. However, the participants went beyond simply identifying aesthetic platform choices 
and talked about rhetorical moves they make to engage with community, finding QTPoC 
content, and what representation means and does on the platform. Participants also 
discussed how they seek out and curate content related to the QTPoC community, and 
how the act of curation is a part of community-building overall. 
 








Figure 22. Theme 3 - Curation and subthemes 
 
Building Community through Amplification 
It’s a lot of retweets. When I get on Twitter I try to boost other people.... So 
I feel like sometimes I’m not on here for me… but to create that sense of 
solidarity. – Anissa 
 
In the previous chapter, we discussed the tools used in the process of 
amplification. The need to “boost” people and ideas was a common thread during the 
interviews, and is connected to the idea of creating meaningful spaces. When the 
participants discussed amplification, they pointed out considerations in terms of both 
who they chose to boost and which kinds of content they chose to boost. In these 
distinctions, we see rhetorical strategies emerge that help us understand curation in 
digital spaces.  
At its core, the concept of rhetorical velocity is concerned with a participating 
audience and modes of delivery, which makes it a central component to the idea of 





concept of rhetorical velocity as a strategy in which “…rhetors compose a text in 
consideration of how it might be recomposed” (Kairos). The ability to share content is 
central to nearly all digital social spaces, and with this ability to share comes the 
opportunity for adding content and/or commentary. In the case of our participants, 
engagement with the concept of rhetorical velocity stems from a critical understanding 
of the importance of sharing in digital spaces. For them, the work of building community 
requires the curation and sharing of content.  
An example of this is how Halo engages with pop culture on Tumblr. Halo mostly 
uses Tumblr to engage with fandom – specifically, they read reader-insert fan fiction. 
Fan fiction is a popular type of fan-made media, in which fans write stories using 
established characters and universes. The reader-insert genre is written so that the 
reader can visualize themselves in the story. Much of fan fiction is dedicated to queering 
stories found in mainstream media – for example, exploring the queer subtext in the 
show Once Upon a Time. The stories Halo interacts with are written specifically for non-
binary and gender-nonconforming people. They specified that they “…try to reblog their 
[fan fic authors’] stuff since I know the importance of reblogging versus liking and the 
dilemma behind that.” The dilemma behind reclogging versus liking is that on Tumblr 
visibility only happens through sharing. On other platforms, such as Twitter, you may 
see popular content because other people have liked it or responded to it, as well as 
shared it. On Tumblr, you will only see content that the people you follow share. Sharing 
also makes the content move up on the recommended list when someone searches for 
a specific type of content. Thus, if you are the creator of a fan story or fan art, you gain 
visibility through the act of sharing.  
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For Halo, reblogging these stories is a deliberate act of building community in 
regards to the identity they embody and their needs in terms of representation. The 
point of reader-insert fiction is for the reader to be able to see themselves as the main 
character. Halo, who identifies as a trans non-binary person of color, finds this difficult 
as many of the stories use gendered pronouns and specific physical attributes that 
cause the story to be, “…very heteronormative and white”. When they are able to find a 
gender-neutral story, reblogging is a way for them to increase non-binary visibility on 
Tumblr. This does the work of media justice called for in Themba-Nixon’s research, as 
well, amplifying stories from within the community, rather than allowing outside 
perspectives to shape the community and its stories.  
We discussed amplification in terms of the tools used in chapter four. In this 
chapter, I will present amplification as a rhetorical strategy that QTPoC use to build 
community. Amplification also serves the purpose of curating content on these 
platforms. When someone reblogs or retweets content, it saves that content to their 
profile. Thus, the strategic amplification of QTPoC content boosts visibility, spreads the 
content to a wider audience, and creates a space where that content is archived for 
different audiences. Where someone may not follow the original creator, they may be 
able to come in contact with that creator’s content through Halo’s blog, for example. 
Although the QTPoC community on Tumblr may not use the term curation, they are, 
nevertheless, deliberate in building not only the spaces, but also curating the resources 
necessary to find these spaces. Halo specified recommendations lists as a feature that 
they use frequently. These are user-built, and completely separate from the platform’s 
recommendations using the search feature. Users can add a page to their blog with a 
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list of other users, posts, or hashtags they enjoy. In Halo’s case, this helps them find 
other authors that offer the representation and content they want. This act of compiling 
recommendations lists is another way of creating QTPoC spaces on digital platforms, 
further building the community. Part of the work of amplification is making sure that 
others in the community can find the content, so these lists and hashtags do that work 
of curating the content in that space.  
The critical decision-making of amplification does not exist on a binary where 
“reblog” is active and “don’t reblog” is passive and without consideration. QTPoC also 
make critical decisions in not amplifying certain voices on these platforms. In Richie’s 
case, this comes up the most in terms of hosting on Twitch. While there are other forms 
of amplification, such as the clipping feature, hosting someone else on your channel is 
the most visible. Richie explained that making the conscious decision to amplify QTPoC 
voices sometimes means making the conscious decision not to host certain people.  
…I would also say I’ve been really intentional about [representation]. And 
it’s gotten me in trouble before, because on Twitch there’s something you 
can do called hosting. If you’re not streaming you can host somebody. 
And I said…okay, so someone suggested that I host their friend, and I 
said, ‘I would, but he’s a really attractive white gay dude, and he doesn’t 
need my help.’ And I got in trouble for that because people were like [fake 
bratty voice], ‘How is that not reverse racism?’…. I think one thing we can 
do is again be super intentional about what kind of space you’re setting 
up…Cypher of Tear is super deliberate about ‘This space is for, 
specifically, [queer] Black gamers. QPoC, but you better not be anti-
Black.’ So as long as you’re intentional and push back against the gamer 
dudebro logic of ‘reverse racism’ and anything like that…you can make 
that space… – Richie 
 
This critical understanding of audience holds community at the forefront in terms 
of purpose, makes room for agency on the part of the creator, and pays attention to the 
participatory nature of these digital spaces. From this perspective, we can see why 
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there is oftentimes a disconnect between the platform’s expectations in terms of 
content, and the content the QTPoC community finds relevant.  
We can compare these examples to Stephanie Slaughter’s research on Latinx 
Twitter, and how certain features of Twitter were remixed to promote civic engagement 
and community-building within the Latinx community. While Twitter pushed the 
mainstream media coverage of the 2016 Republican candidate, Latinx Twitter created 
hashtag’s that responded directly to said candidate’s racism, and in doing so created a 
deliberate cultural space on the platform. When we look at the ways in which the study 
participants create these cultural spaces through amplification of QTPoC voices, we see 
them mirror the types of strategic amplification that led to this example of digital civic 
engagement. In both cases, the community in question took the content that the 
platform wanted them to engage with, and created a space for themselves to build 
community and enact more meaningful engagement.  
  
Protecting Community through Moderation 
 Another subtheme related to building online community for QTPoC was the 
concept of moderation in digital spaces. This refers to the act of watching the 
communication that goes on in digital spaces, and intervening when something goes 
wrong or is against the rules. While moderation in digital spaces can be an official 
component to the platform – such as automated bots and subreddit moderators – the 
participants also discussed the work of moderation as a community act. The process of 
moderation includes public-facing communication, backchannel communication, and 
sometimes working with the platform in some way to keep the community safe. 
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Understanding the structure, timing, and effort needed for different types of moderation 
is a key digital literacy within the QTPoC community.  
 Moderation online can look similar to the moderation or facilitation of discussion 
in face-to-face contexts. It can be as simple as a designated user putting forth questions 
for the rest of the users in that space to discuss, and keeping conversation moving 
forward and on topic. This generally happens when the platform has dedicated 
moderators, such are Reddit mods. However, online moderation can be a more 
complex process, and has many different faces. Firstly, there are different rules for 
different subspaces on platforms. The platform may have rules of communication, but a 
particular group may have another, more specific set of rules. You also have to take into 
consideration the platforms’ attempts at moderation, such as the censoring of certain 
words and automated bots. Automated moderation is generally used in an attempt to 
keep adult content off of the platforms. However, as we have seen in recent years with 
YouTube and Tumblr’s removal of LGBT+ content, these automated processes bring 
algorithmic bias into the conversation. There is also often no gray area in terms of 
content, so if the bot is not sure that your content is 100% a yes in terms of the rules or 
guidelines, it may be removed.  
 Although moderation is voluntary, it is a digital literacy that many QTPoC develop 
over time in service to others. If we break moderation down into steps, the moderator 
must: 
1. Understand the context of the communication 
2. Understand the digital tools available them 
3. Use those tools to maintain the space’s order 
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Understanding the context of the space is important because of those overlapping 
structures of rules and ideas. In many cases, one of which we will explore in depth later, 
the moderator has some sort of relationship with the creator/host of that space. This 
does not necessarily mean they know each other in person, but the moderator will often 
take on that role if they are a fan of the creator’s work. Knowing the context of the 
communication also helps with the second step: understanding the tools available. In 
digital spaces, there are many ways of dealing with disruption that range from blocking 
the antagonist to, in some cases, shutting down communication completely. We 
touched on the concept of trolls in chapter four. However, in that chapter, the discussion 
was centered around what QTPoC use to protect themselves. Moderation is a 
community act in that QTPoC often take on the work of keeping spaces safe for each 
other. Moderators who understand the digital space they are in and its audience can 
have an easier time making these calls and using those tools to keep the space 
running.  
 QTPoC of take on the task of moderating for each other, because they recognize 
the needs of the community and feel a certain sense of responsibility towards keeping 
digital spaces open (if not safe) for other QTPoC. And some of the platforms outwardly 
rely on this type of work.  
 Richie immediately drew the distinction between the ways the platform attempts 
to keep its users safe, and the work the QTPoC community does to supplement the 
platform’s attempts.  
So I have a few good friends who mod for me. My friend lives in NoCal 
and he mods for me and a bunch of other queer streamers. Twitch kind of 
relies on that legwork from people. So we have to keep each other safe 
from trolls. Because Twitch can like censor out certain words, like the F-
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word for gays, and stuff, but people always find work-arounds for that sort 
of thing. 
 
These “work-arounds” don’t take that much effort on the part of the trolls, either. Instead 
of writing out the word “fag,” which would be censored, they can write out F.A.G. 
instead, which would get by Twitch’s protocols. So Richie’s mods watch for that type of 
behavior, and they can delete individual comments and ban users from his chat. This 
ability to ban people is especially important in case of brigading – a coordinated attack 
by multiple users. In these instances, mods can work to not only make sure the 
harassment stops, but that those users are unable to get back on to future streams from 
Richie’s channel. This has ripple effects for the QTPoC community. First, moderators 
keep Richie safe in that he does not have to deal with disruption and harassment alone. 
But it also lets QTPoC who visit Richie’s channel that they will not have to put up with 
trolling in that space. The moderators, then, are creating an understanding of safety for 
the community.  
 The work of moderation is also a collaborative act, however. Richie mentioned 
more than one moderator, which is normal for Twitch. But moderation is also where 
backchannel communication becomes important. One of Richie’s examples had to do 
with an argument taking place on his chat. Both people were using the Whispers 
(private message) feature to talk to him in order to resolve things. One specifically 
wanted to mute the other, but left it up to Richie to make that call. Anissa echoed this 
need for backchannel communication, specifying a difference between public and 
private conversations. On Twitter, you can report other users, but have no ability to 
block them or delete their messages for the original creator. For Anissa, she described 
using the private messaging feature on Twitter to both check in with the person being 
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harassed, and to get a feel for the kind of support they were looking for in that instance. 
In some cases this would take the form of arguing with the instigator on behalf of the 
original creator, and in other cases, this might look like reporting them, but ignoring 
them in the thread so as not to clutter up the original posters mentions (stream of 
activity). This network of support is one of the benefits of finding QTPoC community 
online, according to the participants.  
 Halo also discussed checking in with creators who were getting harassed. Their 
perspective on moderation was somewhat different, due to the affordances of Tumblr. 
On Tumblr, there is even less you can do if someone decides to attack you on your 
posts. There is a method for reporting, but that’s about it. Halo discussed using the 
comments to add helpful commentary and praise so that the harasser’s comments get 
buried. This type of strategic ignoring can also be seen on the other platforms, where 
moderators come in to get the conversation back on track. They also do the work of 
curation in this space by searching through a posts history, and finding a reblog without 
the harmful commentary attached. They will then reblog from that post, allowing the 
conversation to continue in the QTPoC’s community without disruption.   
 Lastly, moderating for the QTPoC community takes on a specific importance as it 
frequently helps to bridge gaps in the platform’s moderation affordances. I already 
discussed backchannel check ins and loopholes through things like spelling, but Anissa 
brought up two examples where moderation doesn’t just act as a stand-in, it actually 




 Auto-deletion is one of the gray areas that is hard to account for. The bots look at 
content…but not really. The analysis is done on the words of the tweet, but bots can’t 
really catch satire, hyperbole, or even just creative uses of a word. In this specific 
instance, Anissa recalls a discussion on trans women (discussion included trans women 
of color) in which someone used the hashtag #trebuchetTERFs as a hyperbolic way of 
saying that trans-exclusionary radical feminists were not invited to that particular 
conversation. The tweets with that hashtag got deleted by the site, leaving moderators 
of that conversation to fill in the gaps. Moderators did this by continuing the 
conversation without the hashtag, but utilizing tags to particular people known in the 
community for the conversation. Some also took screenshots that they then uploaded 
as pictures in their own tweets to restart the conversation and keep them as a record – 
furthering the work of curation. The auto-deletion of the #trebuchetTERFs tweets also 
began another conversation within the community, given that there have been 
documented accounts of neo-Nazi and white supremacist users inciting actual violence 
that have not been removed. Which brings us to the other issue – bots. 
Simply put, bots are automated Twitter accounts. Some generate text, while 
others simply retweet certain things. Bots can be incredibly helpful. For example, one 
that I follow retweets anything with #GBL included – making it a great resource for 
game-based learning materials. QTPoC also create bots to curate resources for the 
community. However, the relative ease with which you can make a bot, plus the lack of 
Twitter oversight, means that they can also be used for targeted harassment. In cases 
like these, moderation by the QTPoC community takes the form of investigation 
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(checking to see if a real person is running the account) and reporting the aggressors to 
Twitter.  
Community Persona & Impact of Curation 
 Everyone’s gayer on Tumblr, as the saying goes. The joke originally referred to 
the massive collection of queer fandom content online. However, as Tumblr gained 
popularity, people also noted how the relative anonymity of the platform allowed for a 
larger scope of LGBT+ people to express themselves in more authentic ways. Whereas 
with Facebook and Twitter there is a certain level of expectation to be “you” and add 
people you know, Tumblr allows you to both create a persona and shout into the void. 
The lack of known audience usually influences the persona that develops over time on a 
person’s blog. This idea of identity vs. digital persona was something that the 
participants discussed in a few different ways.  
 Condit explains the concept of rhetorical persona as the ways in which the “I” and 
the “You” are constructed in online communication to either draw rhetors and their 
audience together, or push them farther apart (292). This idea was certainly reflected in 
the interviews with study participants. They eschewed more performative measures of 
building their persona, such as large-scale rainbow themes, and instead tied their 
QTPoC persona to their own spaces on the platforms. Their use of QTPoC jargon and 
discussion of QTPoC issues was the most important part of presenting themselves in 
these online spaces, however they also used the profile features to state their 
positionalities more specifically. In these actions, they signal that their own spaces on 
these platforms are part of the larger QTPoC online community.  
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 One of the questions I asked participants was “If you wanted to represent your 
QTPoC identity, how would you go about that?” Interestingly, despite the visual nature 
of some of the platforms, all of the participants talked about the importance of a 
biography. Edwin Black’s work on rhetorical persona gives us the concept of the 
“implied audience” (296) – the group or groups receiving the message that comes from 
the created persona (which may not be the author themselves). The fact that the 
participants all placed more importance on biographies that on the more visual signals 
of QTPoC community suggests an audience that is more concerned with content than 
performance in terms of the community. The designated space for information about the 
user was brought up first in every interview, with things like avatars and rainbow emojis 
as secondary mentions or sometimes even dismissed or forgotten.  
The only thing you can really do is go on your channel and say that you’re 
gay. You have to basically out yourself…. There are other ways you can 
do it. Like on your stream titles you can put rainbow emojis to make it 
immediately apparent. There’s also the tagging system – so like earlier 
when I was looking up the filter…. So I could tag my streams with 
#LGBTQIA so that way anyone who searches for this tag will see me on 
there. - Richie 
 
So I have my pronouns in all my description boxes on Tumblr. And I’m 
really glad it’s normalized, it’s really cool…. – Halo 
 
But I’ve been thinking about how you change the representation of your 
identity, how that might gain you followers or lose your followers or just 
shift people’s impression of you by what’s in your bio or what type of 
content you tweet. – Anissa 
 
Overall, signaling seemed less important to the participants that cultivating a space 
through their blogs/channels that was QTPoC-affirming. They all noted the importance 
of hashtags in terms of navigation and allowing other members of the community to find 
them, and vice versa.  For Anissa, hashtags are a way of sorting content not only in 
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terms of relevance, but also in terms of what she has energy for. For example, she 
typed in #Queer to Twitter’s search bar and we looked at the auto-completed 
suggestions. One of the suggestions was #QueerLobbying, which was too ambiguous 
for her to tell if it was something affirming or negative, so we skipped that one and went 
on to #QueerLove. Halo and Richie both talked about hashtags from the creators’ 
perspective, in that they use them on their content to make sure their various 
communities can find them. In terms of curation, we also see examples of 
screenshotting hashtagged content in order to share it more widely on other platforms.  
 There were a few unexpected elements to the online personas the participants 
developed within the QTPoC community. These “side effects” tied in with affordances 
and emphases of the platform. For Richie, this was the element of sexualization from 
followers.  
[Bits] are people’s way of tipping you. So this happens a lot when I beat a 
game. But another thing is that I know that I’m being sexualized 
sometimes. [Laughs] So I may or may not flex a little when I stretch 
sometimes? But I’m a poor grad student and I need to eat! [Laughs] – 
Richie  
 
The experience of being sexualized is reflected in the overstepping of digital 
boundaries, as Anissa describes it. Being open with your queer identity sometimes 
means people take liberties in what they ask you or talk to you about. Anissa explained 
always being conscious of this, and doing her best to keep interactions a bit more 
professional out of fear of overstepping. But there is another side to the idea of 
overstepping these digital boundaries, and that is simply the desire for more 
representation. Halo explains that the persona they developed on Tumblr was in direct 
response to the way Tumblr helped them figure out their identity, and to the type of 
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representation they wished they had. For them, they want those deep conversations 
with others like them, but they recognize that the relationship-building necessary for 
those conversations takes time.  
 Lastly, the participants each discussed the impact of the QTPoC community on 
their digital experiences. These discussions ranged from issues of representation, to 
forming better strategies for dealing with harassment and bigotry, to how they view 
themselves in light of the experiences they’ve had. The various impacts of QTPoC in 
digital spaces give us avenues of consideration for pedagogical practices.  
Each of the participants talked about impact in terms of representation. For Anissa, 
this meant using online platforms to find content where her identities were represented. 
For Richie, he adds to the wider discussion of representation in the gaming community 
as he streams. Halo talks about becoming the representation they wanted through 
interaction with fandom and sharing personal stories. All three agreed that these 
platforms, despite their faults or the risks of engaging with them, are amazing ways to 
connect with the QTPoC community. And even in the instances where QTPoC are not 
represented in the mainstream media itself (e.g. movies or video games), it can still be 
helpful, comforting, and exciting to see that representation in interactions with that 
media (commentary and fan fiction), or personal posts.  
Another point of agreement in terms of impact was the way in which these platforms 
help combat feelings of isolation. Halo and Richie both talked about how important it is 
to have these digital outlets as a reminder that you are not alone.  
So on Tumblr I follow a lot of people who are just sharing their life, because I feel 
like representation and visibility is such a key thing. And, like, it’s nice to be able 
to see people of color or QTPoC just living their best life. And I understand that 
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they’re out there and they’re here, which just makes me really happy because 
sometimes I feel isolated. – Halo 
 
The importance of community and having these curated spaces of QTPoC content is 
most evident when we look at this particular motivation for using these platforms. It isn’t 
just that the community is out there – these platforms lessen the space and time it takes 
to connect with that community. For QTPoC living in areas that don’t have a large 
QTPoC population, or are overtly antagonistic towards one or both identities, these 
platforms can be a lifeline. 
I think it’s that I get to be around other queer people. Only because…I 
started doing this during my Master’s when I was living in a really remote 
part of Texas where there’s like no queer community. Like there were 
queer people for sure, but no one was coming together like, ‘We’re here! 
We’re queer!’ [laughs] Um, and even then, it was kind of shades of Texas 
boot-strappy mentality. Like, ‘I’m gay but that’s not the only part of my 
identity!’ There was a lot of that. So Twitch was where I could go to just 
hang out. And that’s legit why I started streaming, because I was 
developing friendships there that I wasn’t anywhere else. – Richie 
 
 Being online and finding that community ties back into how Richie and Halo both try 
to create spaces for their community. Both discuss finding these spaces as the reasons 
they are intentional about creating the same sorts of spaces, although Halo sometimes 
struggles with just how much of themself they are comfortable sharing. While they want 
to be a resource to others on Tumblr (and credit Tumblr with helping them understand 
their identity), they have also had issues in the past that interfere with Tumblr’s 
designation as their safe space. They feel as though they should be sharing more, but 
are worried about what that might attract.  
 The platforms themselves affect the impact on community. In Richie’s case, this 
goes back to the ubiquity of monetization on Twitch. While acknowledging that he 
benefits from this monetization, he also feels that Twitch is placing a dollar sign on the 
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idea of community. This is an issue for him because of the way the platform tends to 
boost cis, straight white men, while creators from marginalized communities have to 
work harder to build followers and gain visibility. For Halo and Anissa, they both wonder 
what the future holds in terms of automated censorship. While the instances of Tumblr 
and Twitter deleting LGBT+ content have gone down, they are still present. And the 
platforms, as Anissa says, “…are not necessarily worried about the impact of showing 
me Nazis on my timeline.”  
 In chapter two, we discussed how QTPoC use digital rhetoric to build digital 
cultural identities and communities. As we have seen in this chapter, this work often 
means going beyond finding the people who identify in the same or similar ways as you. 
This work includes preserving QTPoC content in digital social spaces, as well as 
stepping in during moments of digital harassment. Because of the two identities, often 
this work is done in multiple ways. However, the benefits of having this online 
community fights the isolation that QTPoC often feel in their offline lives. Thinking back 
to chapter four, we can see how the strategic use of the communication tools lends itself 






CHAPTER 6.    PEDAGOGICAL DISCUSSIONS 
To recap from the introduction to this project, I wanted to avoid what Adam 
Banks refers to as “essentializing” (4) a certain QTPoC experience and drawing a 
checklist from one specific viewpoint. The essentialized checklist approach (Wood, et al. 
148) of inclusive pedagogy strategies often falls short of anti-oppressive methods, 
because it treats the strategies as something you do once, and are thereafter have a 
completely inclusive class structure that needs nothing else. The inherent danger here, 
Hill-Collins and Bilge tell us, is in “…overemphasizing individual remedies for social 
problems… at the expense of analyzing… important practices in the structural domain” 
(184). In other words, the checklist approach neglects reflective measures that allow us 
as instructors to continually revise our courses with equity and justice in mind. This 
approach allows the institution to remain at the status quo. Plus, as Sensoy and 
DiAngelo remind us, critical education of this sort is not “one size fits all,” (99) and we 
have to be able to recognize our personal and societal patterns to do this work (101). I 
offer instead ways of understanding these narratives and themes that lend themselves 
to the creation of anti-oppressive classroom spaces through continued reflection and 
reimagining of the classroom and digital spaces. Asoa B. Inoue speaks to us directly as 
instructors of rhetoric, composition, and communication when he calls out the “cages” 
(6) of systemic oppression and white supremacy. He, like Adam Banks, pushes us to 
think beyond the “traditional” assessment and focus on the ways we might center 
student justice. I use both real examples of digital platform assignments, as well as 
hypothetical assignments provided by the participants, to frame these ways of 
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understanding, and discuss the spaces of possibility for the reduction of harm and the 
amplification of historically marginalized voices as Inoue calls for.  
The experiences related during the interviews allow us to further our 
understanding of what analysis and digital literacy mean in these digital spaces. When 
we center these experiences, it helps to further illustrate the ideas of intersectional 
digital citizenship in terms of representation and visibility (Davis 5; Cho 12), and further 
exploration of “own voices” in the media (Rubin and Themba-Nixon 3). The use of 
interviews helped me further concentrate on the “own voices,” or #OwnVoices, of the 
community. During the interviews, participants were asked the following three 
pedagogy-based questions related to their use of digital social spaces: 
1. Have you engaged with digital platforms in courses for school? If they 
have engaged with them for school courses, in which classes, and with which 
platforms? 
2. Would you be interested in using any of these digital platforms in class? 
Which, and why or why not? [Student] 
a. Would you be interested in teaching with any of these digital platforms? 
Which, and why or why not? [Instructor] 
3. [Platform specific] If you had to use this platform for a class, what would 
you be excited for? What would you worry/have concerns about? [Student] 
a. If you were to assign this platform in a class/activity, what would you have 
your students do? What concerns would you have in assigning it? [Instructor] 
The goal of these questions was to seek participants’ opinions on the 
convergence of the digital platforms and learning environments they had been in, with 
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the goal of understanding these platforms and the digital work therein as an important 
component of social media and composition rhetorical education, rather than as simply 
a source of entertainment. Here again, the unique dual role that some of my participants 
inhabited offered a great deal of insight. Due to their positionality as both instructors and 
students, they were able to talk through the ways in which teaching with these platforms 
might pose issues and present unique learning opportunities from both perspectives.  
These takeaways are starting points for designing pedagogy that centers 
QTPoC, and teaches digital rhetoric and communication in anti-oppressive ways. Each 
of the following suggestions for QTPoC-centered pedagogy will feature a takeaway from 
the data, an example of an assignment, an explanation of how instructors might use it to 
center QTPoC in their teaching, and a few strategies for working through concerns. 
They focus on analysis, creation, moderation, and recommendation. Before discussing 
those four recommendations, however, it is important to know a bit more on what 
instructors are currently doing for digital work with these platforms. 
Where to Start? 
 The data presented may very well seem overwhelming as an instructor. The 
avoidance of essential checklists mean that instructors may feel left adrift as they 
explore these digital platforms as possible classroom resources. However, while there is 
no essential “Checklist of Wokeness,” there are steps instructors can take to start in on 
this work.  
 The first step is platform awareness. Understanding the capabilities and the draw 
of the different platforms will make it easier for an instructor to choose which one they 
want in their course, and why. Actually using the platforms and gaining a functional 
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understanding of the affordances allows for a more nuanced approach to teaching 
them.  
 The second step is building a network. Instructors will want many diverse voices 
and connections on their platform, and must deliberately seek them out. This can be 
done by looking up scholars in the areas of intersectional education, queer studies, 
ethnic studies, and so on, to see who has public social media accounts that an 
instructor can follow. Beyond building a network of resources, and forging new 
relationships, instructors will see how some of these points play out in real time. An 
important note here: avoid spamming QTPoC with questions. This puts the burden of 
labor on them to teach, rather than on the instructor to learn. There may be times where 
asking community-related questions is appropriate, such as a dedicated Twitter Chat, or 
an open question section of a Twitch stream, but overall instructors will want to do their 
own research to answer their questions.  
 Finally, to continue from the last point, read the literature. There are amazing 
scholars doing work in intersectional education, and they can be good starting places 
just to gain an understanding of various situations. Three starting points would be:  
• Asao Inoue’s Anti-Racist Writing Ecologies 
• Safiya Noble’s Algorithms of Oppression 
• Caroline Dadas’s “Messy Methodologies: Queer Methodological 
Approaches to Researching Social Media” 
These are just a few of the examples out there, but they are invaluable for instructors of 
digital rhetoric and communication. Once instructors have taken steps to better 
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understand the platforms, build a diverse network, and understand the research that is 
available, they can begin reflecting and redesigning their courses for the following 
suggested ways of thinking about their course and centering QTPoC. 
What’s Out There 
 A simple Google search will allow you to find a multitude of examples of online 
platform-based assignments within composition and communication courses. These 
assignments show us that a) platform-based composition is already being taught in the 
classroom – we cannot avoid these issues presented by avoiding the platforms – and b) 
instructors use the anonymous account in an effort to maintain student safety. A good 
measure, but ultimately there are more strategies we can think about. 
 Twitter is by far the platform you’ll find used the most, and in the broadest types 
of classes. This is perhaps due to the relatively short amount of time needed to learn its 
basic functions. The types of assignments included things like Twitter chats (in which 
students respond to questions posed by a moderator), reading response tweets, 
business tweeting, and personal tweeting (like a blog). Most of these assignments 
allowed the students to have private, or “locked” accounts, but with the requirement to 
follow the instructor and their classmates.  
 There were also a fair number of Tumblr assignments. Most of these required 
students to use Tumblr in the same way they would use, for example, Wordpress, 
Weebly, or Blogger – long form writing assignments over the course of the class. This is 
interesting because while Tumblr allows for a wider range of media affordances in a 
user’s posts, very few of the completed assignments (publically available) utilized 
features such as video, links, or sound. Also, in the assignments themselves, there 
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were rarely any specifications about following people, which neglects the community-
building aspect of Tumblr.  
 Finally, using Twitch within the classroom is still relatively new. However more 
professors have taken it on in the past couple of years. The assignments here included 
studying discourse communities through the use of Twitch, streaming specific parts of 
their course online, and Twitch chats. As we look at the following recommendations, I 
will refer to a few specific assignments for each of the platforms.   
Analysis of Platforms as Training 
As we know that interaction with the platform’s communication affordances is 
deliberate and strategic for QTPoC, we can center strategic platform analysis in our 
teaching. In traditional rhetoric, we focus on audience as central to our communication 
practices. In digital rhetoric and communication, audience is directly tied to the platform 
affordances. Therefore, teaching strategic analysis can be used to make progress 
toward anti-oppressive classroom experiences.  
Both Anissa and Halo discussed analysis of platforms as something they would 
enjoy seeing used in the classrooms. From the student perspective, Halo specified the 
analysis of the student’s own social media platform for a better understanding of how 
they communicate online. Anissa, answering from an instructor’s perspective, 
suggested using Twitter threads to have students analyze argument and digital 
affordances that contribute to the argument. The two perspectives are important 
because they bring up a key point to remember in designing assignments: 
contextualizing the focus of social media is important. Halo’s suggestion, as well as the 
graduate students’ suggestions when answering from a student’s perspective, reflects a 
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focus on social media as something that is personal. Social media, whichever digital 
space one chooses to inhabit, is a landscape for personal creation. On the other hand, 
the more instructor-framed answers reflected the more typical view of social media as 
archives or repositories of content. When we talk about using analysis assignments to 
center QTPoC in our pedagogy, this distinction becomes important.  
 To begin, contextualizing the focus allows us to better explain differences in 
systemic and individual aggression online. If instructors frame analysis from the 
personal creation angle, they have a better opening for explaining problematic events 
like trolling, doxing, and other forms of person-to-person harassment. Framing platform 
analysis from the content perspective allows instructors to teach the wider issues of 
systemic oppression, through what the platform brings up such as algorithm issues. 
Teaching the different contextualizations and making them explicit in assignments 
matters for QTPoC because it affords a way for instructors to call in that cultural 
knowledge that is already there, and to teach in a way that affirms certain aspects of 
QTPoC’s experiences.  
To further explain, let’s use Anissa’s suggested assignment as an example. She 
suggested having students reverse outline Twitter threads to break down the elements 
of an argument, e.g. transitions, structure, and message. Specifically, she said she 
would also have students look at digital features as part of the message, such as 
hashtags as thesis statements. Considering the ways in which QTPoC engage with 
digital spaces, instructors can make explicit some of the issues that stem from these 
affordances. Rather than only teaching hashtags as a way of marking a topic or joining 
a conversation, instructors can explain the ways in which hashtags can be utilized or 
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weaponized. Recall Anissa’s hesitance to look through the #QueerLobbying tweets. 
That type of strategic engagement (or non-engagement in this case) can be built in to 
the lessons so that that deeper understanding of what, for example, hashtags can do to 
a message and an audience is a deliberate part of student analysis. Like many 
components of digital spaces, digital platforms combine the textual and the visual, and 
add the interactive component. In teaching analysis of these platforms, we reflect the 
work or textual and visual analysis in a new media space.  
The concerns Anissa expressed were centered on the issue of trolls, and 
potentially harmful content. She characterized her feelings as “nervous” but not 
unwilling to try the platform in a classroom context.     
Centering a Queered Landscape for Creation 
We can also think about having our students work in queered digital landscapes. 
I am speaking specifically about Tumblr in this case, due to its reputation of having a 
large LGBT+ audience. However, this is an opportunity to think about other platforms, or 
sections of platforms, function as queered digital spaces as well; for example, specific 
Twitch channels and subreddits. Referring back to chapter two, and the systemic ways 
oppression plays out in the classroom, one of those has to do with the erasure of 
QTPoC through the primacy of white, cis, heterosexual materials and resources 
(Koschoreck and Slattery 6). We know from our interviews that some platforms are 
harder for the QTPoC to work with due to fear of context collapse and social 
consequence. So starting from a queered digital landscape is one possible way of 
centering this population in our practice.  
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Halo said they would be excited to use Tumblr in a classroom to analyze their 
own social media identities, and maybe discuss how communities are formed online. 
For QTPoC, being able to create digital projects within a queered landscape offers two 
benefits that stand out among other more general ones. First, Tumblr’s range of 
creation tools allows for not only specific instances of communication to occur, but for a 
digital ecosystem to develop. By “digital ecosystem” I mean a connected group of 
spaces online where content is housed and can grow into a dedicated space for topical 
content. This digital ecosystem can be crucial as a network of support and/or resources 
for QTPoC. Second, Tumblr’s unique position as “the place where all the gays hang out” 
offers a space for QTPoC to embrace both (or all) of their positionalities. In other 
contexts, QTPoC may feel it necessary to “represent” only one or none of their 
identities, whereas this space empowers them to create from their whole self.  
Although the platform is billed as a microblogging site, Tumblr supports and 
encourages many engagements beyond text. Users can host pictures and videos, utilize 
linking features, and play with the type of text they want to use. Add to that the fact that 
comments and responses are featured in a threaded format on the original post, and 
Tumblr becomes a landscape of various ecosystems. As our participants stated, a main 
reason for using these platforms is to combat isolation. Setting up opportunities for 
students to learn digital creation in this space allows them to begin building their own 
digital ecosystem and hopefully fighting some of that isolation. While this may be true on 
some level for all students, it is especially beneficial for QTPoC students because that 
isolation is part of the oppressions they face. It’s not just about finding other Dr. Who 
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fans when everyone around you is a sports fanatic. Being able to connect with others in 
the QTPoC community is both refuge and resource.  
QTPoC occupy a difficult space even within their own communities. Often the 
nature of discussion, online discussion especially, necessitates that they in some ways 
choose whether they are speaking from their queer identification or their PoC 
identification. Centering a queered digital space allows QTPoC the space to speak from 
their full positionality in a way that is not found on other websites. This is most true on 
Tumblr, however as Richie has shown us with Twitch, dedicated efforts to build the 
same type of space can turn other platforms into queered spaces as well.  
From a student perspective, Halo was excited at the thought of using Tumblr 
within a classroom environment. However, they did express concern about the level of 
personal content that would be required, and potential stigma attached to the platform. 
They specified that an assignment created on Tumblr would be a good thing, as long as 
the level of personal disclosure was left up to the students. They were more interested 
in using Tumblr to examine their own digital identities, and pointed out that asking for 
too much in terms of personal disclosure can lead to unsafe situations for students. It is 
an interesting and difficult balance for instructors to strike, but the idea is to open up 
avenues rather than prescribe the specific community-based goals. Halo’s other 
concern had to do with another reputation of the platform. There was, and still is, a bit of 
a stigma attached to Tumblr due to its subcultures of fandom and aesthetic bloggers. 
They were less concerned about this, however, as they thought it could be useful in 
explaining communities and subcultures. Interestingly, this was still of bigger concern 
than the issue of trolls, which Halo didn’t see as that much of an issue if using this for 
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educational purposes. On the instructor side of things, it would still be an issue to take 
into consideration and plan for, however. The next takeaway addresses a bit of how that 
might look.  
Moderation as a Critical Literacy 
The third way of understanding the connection of these narratives to pedagogy is 
in understanding moderation as a critical literacy. During the interviews, moderation was 
both referenced and illustrated through specific examples. The full scope of moderation 
seems to be a form of digital literacy that QTPoC develop through regular interactions 
online. So instead of having our students jump into digital assignments with some 
understanding this skill and others who do not, or understand at different levels, 
instructors can teach this up front.  
The goals in teaching moderation as a critical literacy is to have students 
understand both systemic and individual acts of digital aggression, as well as how to 
mitigate it. While the two previous takeaways centered QTPoC and allowed for specific 
cultural knowledge, teaching this skill presents an overt example of protecting QTPoC in 
the classroom. Moderation as a skill requires a functioning and evolving understanding 
of audience, as well as the rules, values, and goals of a particular discourse community. 
By teaching moderation, instructors help students understand how these discourse 
communities operate in digital spaces, and how digital aggression can be counteracted.  
This is also important because many people who may take part in more casual 
forms of trolling often do it out of a feeling of separation between online and “real life” 
people. Teaching moderation allows QTPoC students to capitalize on culturally 
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developed digital knowledge, and for students outside of that community to better 
understand how issues of online aggression affect marginalized communities.  
Richie’s suggestion for in-class usage of Twitch mostly centered on the 
possibility of streaming actual courses, rather than using it for one specific assignment 
or activity. His concerns were similar to Anissa’s, in that he was worried about infiltration 
by trolls. However, he provided some solutions that he feels would make this a safe 
exercise for QTPoC students. First, he suggested utilizing the “Followers Only” feature. 
This closes off a streaming channel to only those following the streamer, and cuts down 
on the amount of “randos” you get lurking in your chat. The second suggestion Richie 
gave was setting up special chat rules that reflect the educational nature of the stream – 
thus making it easier for designated moderators to identify and banish any disrupters 
who make it through the first filter. He also pointed out that the chat is timestamped 
based on the video, and recorded alongside the video. This makes it easier to reference 
past chat activity, contributing to the practice of teaching moderation.    
Remixing the Common Spaces 
Rather than relying on the platforms’ front-page recommendations, we can create 
and recreate these same types of spaces for our classroom communities. This 
reinforces the rhetorical concepts of audience, Kairos, and creation, but also teaches 
that strategic curation that we see examples of in the QTPoC community. This is 
another suggestion that both centers QTPoC practices, and protects QTPoC students. 
To understand how, I want to first describe a few digital assignments that are currently 
on the books at major universities across the United States. 
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In one assignment from a second-year writing course, students were asked to create 
a Tumblr and blog throughout the semester using a mixture of written, oral, and visual 
sources. They were also to design hashtags that reflected analysis of their readings and 
sources. A spin on the typical discussion board, students were asked to reblog each 
other’s posts and add commentary in the traditional Tumblr fashion, including more 
hashtags (Maraj).  
The next assignment, from a communication course, asks students to analyze 
tweets from businesses and create promotional tweets for local organizations. The goal 
for this assignment is to balance analysis with creation of digital content. This is set up 
as a four-week mini project, requiring recurrent interaction with the platform on a daily 
basis (Corrales).  
Lastly, we have a Twitch assignment from another second-year writing course. This 
assignment asks students to analyze channels on Twitch to better understand it as a 
discourse community. Students are prompted to analyze features and phenomena such 
as community membership, message, audience, reception, and behavior. This is a 
preparatory activity to introduce students to the concept of discourse communities, and 
get them involved in discussion (Tabitha).  
These three assignments are broadly representative of other digital assignments 
currently given to students. One of their cross-platform similarities is that they each 
explicitly allow students to maintain some anonymity in the instructions. For the Tumblr 
and Twitter assignments, students can create locked or anonymous accounts. For the 
Twitch assignment, there is no profile or communication requirement, allowing students 
to “lurk” on the platform to complete the tasks. The fact that this level of anonymity is 
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allowed shows that instructors are in some ways cognizant of the fraught landscape of 
social media. However, none of the assignment sheets specify why this anonymity is 
allowed, or “name the beast” in terms of the racism, heterosexism, or heterogenderism 
that may be encountered online. While we could be gracious and assume that 
instructors are teaching the systemic and individual oppressions and aggressions 
(respectively) that are part of the use of these platforms, I believe such assumptions 
would err on the idealistic side. When I suggest remixing common places, I believe 
instructors must start with the things that are firmly under their control. Assignment 
directions fall into that category. While there may be departmental restrictions on the 
assignments themselves, there is usually room to add supplemental materials. In this 
case, adding a section on what issues students may face or witness online, why they 
may want to create a locked or anonymous account, and strategies for engagement, 
goes a long way toward empowering students to make that choice based on their 
needs, rather than what they assume their instructor wants.  
As for factors outside of instructor control, i.e. the platforms themselves, there are 
still ways we can think about remixing common spaces to the benefit of our students. A 
recurring theme was the avoidance of platform recommendation features, due to both 
disinterest and concerns over mental health. This provides an opening for instructors to 
reinforce that skill of critical curation that we see in the QTPoC community. Tools such 
as Padlet can allow instructors to create their own “front pages” for their classroom 
community, amplifying relevant content and storing it in a way that puts it right in front of 
the student. This also allows for cross-platform content curation, and an opportunity for 
students to practice collecting content for the class. 
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Overall, these suggestions are stepping stones toward centering and affirming 
QTPoC in the classroom. However, the key element is continued reflection on the 
practices of the digital rhetoric/digital communication classroom, striving toward the 
reduction of harm for vulnerable communities. In centering QTPoC, these suggestions 




CHAPTER 7.    CONCLUSION 
Further Study 
This study brought up many more questions about online engagement in the 
QTPoC community. I sought to develop pedagogical recommendations, but there are 
also areas of study that have more media-focused issues and implications. Those areas 
would require more tightly focused study. Moving forward from this study specifically, 
there are three areas where I see this research having an impact. The issues of 
platform engagement and interaction could be explored more through the lens of 
human-computer interaction. Designing an in-depth follow up study using contextual 
inquiry and eye-tracking data could help instructors of digital writing move from 
intersection design of assignments to understanding the process of composing these 
assignments. I can also see opportunities for more in-depth study on the specific 
cultural identities within the QTPoC community. Third, an area that was talked about but 
not explored fully was that of specific pop culture artifacts. The specific media that 
QTPoC engage with or avoid digitally, and why, would be an area of interest within 
queer pop culture studies.  
Also, there were smaller issues that came up as side conversations that warrant 
further study, such as the issue of digital folklore. This came up specifically when Richie 
talked about emotes on Twitch; however, there were hints of it in other conversations as 
well. For example, the ideas of queer worldbuilding on Tumblr, as well as platform 
personas (the way people in “real life” view you due to your engagement with certain 
platforms) were both mentioned in some of the interviews. In some cases, the online 
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lore had to do with things people created out of existing bits of pop culture. However 
there were also community-focused pieces of lore as well. The entire concept of digital 
folklore is interesting, but based on this study, diving deeper into how QTPoC interact 
with a create lore online seems like an important part of digital rhetoric and media 
studies.  
Following that, Black Twitter as a phenomenon is still in need of study. This is a 
direct line from the idea of digital folklore, as Black Twitter hashtags and novellas fall 
firmly into that category. Black Twitter hashtags, such as #PaulasBestDishes and 
#ThanksgivingWithBlackFamilies often go viral, creating new spaces for cultural 
discussion. Twitter novellas are short personal stories written out as tweet thread. 
Often, they have a sensational twist of some sort, such as the #Zola story that spawned 
a Sundance Film Festival movie. Also, quite frequently, Black Twitter novellas often 
have queer subtext or overt queer references. This is interesting in a space that can, on 
the surface, seem to privilege heterosexual narratives.  
This study also brought up many questions of gaming and representation. I can 
envision one further branch of study revolving around QTPoC and streaming presence 
on Twitch. As I watched various streamers, I noticed the diversity of content when 
engaging with the queer and QTPoC communities. I think Richie’s insight into 
connections through Twitch is an opportunity to explore more on what the QTPoC 
presence is on Twitch, and what it offers to the wider QTPoC community. Whether or 
not these areas of study continue to have direct connections to pedagogy, they still 
represent important elements of digital rhetoric.  
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Lastly, a smaller thread of research that I can see having big implications is that 
of political economy. This was not an issue that was heavily discussed during the 
interviews, but the participants did hint at feelings of unease due to surveillance and 
ownership of these sites. For Halo, ownership of Tumblr has changed the entire 
landscape of the site. Anissa hinted at issues of surveillance on Twitter, but did not want 
to elaborate on the topic. Richie’s concerns struck a major cord with me, as Amazon’s 
ownership of Twitch has implications for streamers looking to make money in the 
gaming community. There are multiple ways of paying for content on the site, and one is 
directly tied to an Amazon Prime subscription. All of these examples bring up questions 
such as: 
• How does our communication change when money is on the line? 
• How do QTPoC balance their authentic selves with the need for a large audience 
in order to make money? 
• How does sponsored content relate to the idea of algorithmic oppression? 
Building from this dissertation, I believe that answering these questions could lead to a 
deeper understanding of internet culture and internet economy.   
 
Limitations 
 One of the limitations this study faced was participant loss. Although this 
research was conducted over a relatively short timeframe, there were still those who 
dropped out after the survey stage. Thus, while we had sufficient representation 
across the QTPoC spectrum, the study had a heavier presence of students and 
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people who were both students and instructors. Future work in this area would need 
to include more faculty voices.  
 The question of economic disparity also had a potential impact on the study. 
Access to Wi-Fi and the means with which to use it for leisure are both, at this point, 
still associated with a certain level of economic privilege. This may have had an 
effect on recruitment, but it was also something that was not fully explored within the 
scope of the study. The subject came up tangentially during Halo’s interview on 
Tumblr when we discussed the issue of QTPoC sex workers and safe spaces online. 
However, the topic of how the QTPoC community faces economic disparities and 
what it means for their level and type of digital engagement could and should be the 
focus of a future study.  
 Finally, the broad differentiation of platform use was useful for the exploratory 
nature of this study. However, it did mean that no intra-platform comparisons could 
be made. Future studies could look toward platform-specific engagement within the 
QTPoC community.  
Conclusion 
This study investigated the use and meaning behind QTPoC interaction with 
each other and pop culture through the use of digital social spaces. Through the 
analysis of six participatory interviews, I succeeded in meeting the goals of this study, 
given as the research questions at the beginning of this piece:  
1. Understanding how QTPoC navigate and make meaning in digital social 
spaces: QTPoC make strategic use of smaller platform engagement tools 
and backchannel communication to build community. This includes the use of 
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comments and replies, as well as building a shared community through visual 
lore.  
2. Understanding the rhetorical influence these spaces have on QTPoC: 
The platforms do privilege certain functions and features. QTPoC interact in 
ways that protect each other, sometimes supplementing what the platform 
allows with their own work (moderation).  
3. Understanding how higher education instructors use platform 
knowledge in conjunction with understanding of QTPoCs’ lived 
experiences to create anti-oppressive classroom experiences: Instructors 
can be mindful of how they are designing their course in terms of 
emphasizing the social aspects of platform analysis, centering queered digital 
spaces, teaching moderation, and remixing common features.    
The purposes of online engagement for QTPoC include connection with 
community, creation of community spaces and content, and preservation (curation) of 
that community content. Being both queer and a person of color often means being left 
out of each separate community’s conversations. Thus, building the spaces becomes 
even more important in terms of self-affirmation and identification.  
Questions from the skeptical and curious may arise as to why all of this is 
necessary. Why can’t we just have default assignments that leave identity out of it? 
What is wrong with keeping assignments that simply ask students to make anonymous, 
unidentifiable accounts for their assignments? Asking students to assimilate in order to 
do well in the class supports the systemic inequalities we as instructors should be trying 
to dismantle. It asks them to be white enough, straight enough, to endure harm if they 
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cannot “pass.” And disclosure does not matter, as trolls know that using slurs will upset 
anyone, and use them freely in hopes of finding a target to hit. As instructors, we cannot 
make disruptors and aggressors online disappear, but we can teach digital 
communication in ways that acknowledge and affirm the struggles of marginalized 
communities, and present students with the resources to resist oppression in these 
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APPENDIX B.    INFORMED CONSENT 
Invitation to be Part of a Research Study 
 
You are invited to participate in a research study. This form has information to help you decide 
whether or not you wish to participate. Research studies include only people who choose to take 
part—your participation is completely voluntary and you can stop at any time.  
Please discuss any questions you have about the study or about this form with the project staff 
before deciding to participate.   
 
 
Who is conducting this study? 
 
This study is being conducted by Lauren A. Malone, supervised by Barbara Blakely and Abby 
Dubisar.   
 
 
Why am I invited to participate in this study? 
 
You are being invited to participate in this study because you have identified as an adult queer 
person of color.  
You should not participate if you are under 18 years of age, or are not a queer person of color.  
 
 
What is the purpose of this study? 
 
The purpose of this research is to explore how queer people of color (QPoC) navigate digital spaces. 
Specifically it will explore how pop culture is created, discussed, and distributed online by QPoC, and 
how different platforms invite their users to do so. I aim to draw conclusions on how this community 
actively participates in  pop culture online, including ways in which we keep ourselves and each other 
safe in digital spaces.  
 
 
What will I be asked to do? 
 
If you agree to participate, you will be asked to: 
1. Complete a demographic survey - this will be collected on Qualtrics to screen for 
eligibility. 
2. Complete an interview - this will be audio recorded. You will be asked to engage with the 
online platform of your choice as you answer a short set of questions. If meeting face-to-
face, you will use the interviewer’s computer and log in to the platform of your choice. If 
meeting over Zoom, you will log in and share your screen (not recorded - just allows the 
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interviewer to see what you see). From there, you will be asked to engage as you 
normally would, with the exception of entering any private/closed/secret digital spaces to 
protect third-party privacy. At intervals, the interviewer will ask you to describe how you 
are engaging online, and ask questions about how you like to use this platform in regards 
to pop culture.  
Your participation should last 45 minutes to an hour.   
 
 
What are the possible risks or discomforts I may experience during the study? 
 
All efforts will be taken to protect the privacy of participants. Participants may feel anxiety or 
emotional discomfort while describing instances of discrimination or bigotry online. Participants 
will be allowed to skip these questions or take breaks if needed. 
 
We do not plan on directly recruiting students. However, if a student learns of the study and 
wants to participate, they may worry about their participation affecting their grade/class standing. 
We will explain prior to sending the consent form and demographic survey the voluntary nature 
of the study, and that their participation or withdrawal from the study will not have any impact 
on their class standing. They will be reminded of this prior to the interview as well. There is also 
a small risk of participants sexuality becoming known as a part of this study, however measures 
will be taken to prevent this.  
 
 
What are the benefits of participation in the study? 
 
It is hoped that the information gained in this study will lead to a better understanding of 
participation culture online, and a framework for anti-oppressive digital citizenship.  
You are not expected to directly benefit from participation in the study. 
 
 
What measures will be taken to ensure the confidentiality of the data or to protect my 
privacy? 
 
Research records identifying participants will be kept confidential to the extent permitted by 
applicable laws and regulations and will not be made publicly available without your permission. 
However, it is possible that other people and offices responsible for making sure research is done 
safely and responsibly will see your information. This includes federal government regulatory 
agencies, auditing departments of Iowa State University, and the Institutional Review Board (a 
committee that reviews and approves human subject research studies) which may inspect and/or 
copy study records for quality assurance and data analysis. These records may contain private 
information.  
To protect confidentiality of the study records and data, the following measures will be taken:  
• Participants will be given the option of having their voices electronically altered 
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• Dates of interviews will not be shared publicly  
• In-person interviews will be held in a private office with something unrelated to this 
study on the door 
• Online (Zoom) interviews are also an option.  
• Survey results and interview recordings will be stored on password-protected/encrypted 
tools (Qualtrics, external hard drive) 
• Names will not be attached to survey or interview responses  
• Participants will be instructed not to enter any private/secret/closed digital spaces to 
protect third-party information. 
To protect your confidentiality when results of the study are reported, the following measures 
will be taken 
• Pseudonyms will be used 
 
 
Will the information I provide be used for anything other than the current study? 
 
De-identified information collected about you during this study may be shared with other 
researchers or used for future research studies, conference presentations, and publications. We 
will not obtain additional informed consent from you before sharing the de-identified data.     
 
 
What are my rights as a research participant? 
 
Participating in this study is completely voluntary. You may choose not to take part in the study 
or to stop participating at any time, for any reason, without penalty or negative consequences. 
You can skip any questions that you do not wish to answer. You may choose to opt out of the 
anonymity measures.  
If you have any questions about the rights of research subjects or research-related injury, please 
contact the IRB Administrator, (515) 294-4566, IRB@iastate.edu, or Director, (515) 294-3115, 




Whom can I call if I have questions about the study? 
 
You are encouraged to ask questions at any time during this study. For further information about 
the study, contact Lauren Malone at lamalone@iastate.edu or Abby Dubisar at 







Your agreement below says you consent to be a part of this study. You will be emailed a copy of 





APPENDIX C.    INITIAL SURVEY 
[Full Consent form *attached* will be displayed on 2 pages preceding the survey] 
 
1. Demographic Questions 






3. Are you a: 
a. Student 
b. Faculty 
c. Academic admin 
d. Outside of academia 
4. Select the gender you identify as 
a. Cisgender Man 
b. Trans Man 
c. Cisgender Woman 




h. Prefer not to disclose 
5. Select your race/ethnicity 
a. Asian/Pacific Islander 
b. Black/African/African American 
c. Indigenous/First Nations 
d. Mixed Race 
e. Non-white Hispanic/Latinx 
f. White 
g. Prefer not to disclose 






7. Which digital platforms do you engage with? (sometimes, regularly, frequently, 
every day) 
a. Archive of Our Own 
b. Deviant Art 
c. Discord 
d. Fantasy Sports 










m. TV Tropes 
8. Other (which ones) 
9. Which of the above platforms do you engage with most often? 






APPENDIX D.    INTERVIEW PROTOCOL 
Interview 
1. What types of popular culture do you engage with on your own time? Give 
examples. 
2. Can you give an example of digital pop culture that has been particularly 
influential to you? 
a. Why does this one stand out? 
3. Have you engaged with digital platforms in courses for school? If so, which 
classes? Which platforms? 
4. Which platforms do you enjoy the most or find most intuitive when interacting 
with it? Why? 
5. How did you find yourself participating most often? 
a. Liking/Reblogging, Saving/Bookmarking, or Sharing/Creating 
b. Why did you choose this way to engage? 
6. Are there any platforms that you find unintuitive, difficult, unenjoyable, or 
oppressive to use? 
a. Which one(s)? 
b. Would you characterize them as NI, D, UnE, Opp? 
c. What aspects of the platform(s) made this so? 
7. In what ways did the platforms you engage with offer space to engage with other 
cultures? Please answer only with examples of things you experienced - not 
hypotheticals. 
8. Do you feel these platforms offer representation of people/identities/values that 
you identify with? 
9. Do you think these spaces do enough to ensure the safety of their users? Please 
explain. 
10. Student: would you be interested in using any of these digital platforms in class? 
Which/why? 
a. Faculty/Academic Staff: would you be interested in teaching with any of 
these digital platforms? Which/why? 
 
Guided Questions for Participation  
 Task: Participants will be invited to sign on to their platform of choice. They will 
be asked to engage in ways they would normally engage. Based on this, these guiding 
questions will be asked, with possibility of follow up questions as needed.  
1. You chose _______ [platform] - can you explain why? 
2. How long have you been using this platform? 
3. How do you start using this platform when you first log on? 
4. Can you show me a feature that you use often and talk about it? 
a. Why do you interact with this feature frequently? 
5. How do you interact with other users? 
a. Is this different than if you want to engage solo? 
6. Can you show me your favorite thing about this type of platform? 
a. This site specifically? 
7. What is your least favorite thing about this platform and/or site? 
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8. How would you go about creating something to engage with pop culture here? 
9. In what ways would you seek out your favorite types of pop culture here? 
10. How do you think the platform wants you to interact with pop culture? Can you 
show me an example? 
11. If you wanted to represent your identity on this site, how would you go about it? 
12. What are some positive ways we can engage with our community through this 
site? Has this changed in any way recently? 
13. Have you had any negative experiences with the site based on your identification 
with our community? Has this changed in any way recently? 
14. Students: If you had to use this platform for a class, what would you be excited 
for? What would you worry about? 
a. Faculty/Staff: If you were to assign this platform in a class/activity, what 
would you have students do? What concerns would you have in assigning 
it? 
15. What is your favorite piece of pop culture that has originated from or been 





APPENDIX E.    INTERVIEW MATRIX 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
